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HiDEY-HOLES AND PEEK-A-BOOS are ail part of the fun at the new Romknot Tot Lot 
in Central Saanich.
Saanicli School District’s 
controversial Early French Im­
mersion program once again 
sparked arguments Monday 
night as representatives from 
the south zone voiced concern 
over the lack of public 
awareness about the issue in 
their area.
An open letter to parents was 
presented for the bc'iard’s ap­
proval. Another, sehi home 
with students Tuesday, urges 
parents of children in tlte 
regular school progrtim to 
become better informed regar­
ding the long-range impact of 
F r e n c h i m tn e r s i o n in 
Kindergarten.
Marilyn Gr.int, president of 
Royttl O.'ik Middle School, 
acted its spokesman for the 
south /one, which includes 
Lochside, Coitlovti Ihiy, l)ur- 
liuicc, and Hciisci , I'tospcci 
elemetittit ies and Royttl Otik 
Miildle Schttol,
“Ilk |),licill^ of this slll.iii 
school areti htoe iiot been givett 
enough' informtition and there 
seems to be little interest in the 
issue.’’she s,lid.
“The sciiotsls in ilie south 
zotie tne vety small tuul they 
camioi htmdle ;i dual irtiek 
system if I'reiu/h innnersion is 
imrodnceil,”
At tt Mils 2(i iHtitnl meeting. 
Iinsiees ovciiurne(.l ti inesious 
moiimi to begin iiluising om 
earlv Frencl'i immersion ai the
Kindergarten level next year. 
Bowing to public pressure from 
the north end of the district, 
trustees voted to keep Grade I 
EFl at Deep Cove and Keating 
elementary. The overflow of 
EFl students are expected to be 
registered at two other district 
elementary schools, one slated 
for the south zone.
School board cliairman 
Rubymay Parrott described the 
irroposed letter from the south 
zone group as “dtingerously 
bordering on incorrect informa­
tion.”
“I consider it inciteful, very 
biased and that it contains 
misinforimition, ” she con­
tinued. Parrott, wiili trustees 
.lohn Betts and Grrduim Hill 
had agreed to attend ;i meeting 
;it l.ochside school to discuss 
breneh imtuersion.
The meeting was j-iosiponed 
bectinse exeentiw members of 
the south zone decided tlicy 
iiectlcvl mule lime ,md (lies 
•issmted to include piuents from 
all schools in ih;il tirea.
Ptirroii s.'iiti she would not 
want lo go to a mceiing after- 
prcseiiicil with a letter so hostile 
in lone., ,
Parrot I !iariiciiiarl\' objected 
to ii, passage which ictKl: ''W'hai 
happens to us, then,when a 
highly-orgtmized. specittl in- 
leresl gremp chooses jo iobb.y 
mlu’ bo.tivl foi speci.d liealmepl 
for :i tnonr* of <,'hili.lren?”
Betts was also perturbed by 
the tone of the letter which the 
south zone executives wanted to 
send to parents. “This district 
has just gone through a very 
traumatic experience and I 
think the letter is in poor taste 
and poor liming. It appetns this 
letter is atlempiing to split the 
district down the south end.”
A meeting h;is been set ferr 
.lune 16 at Royal Oak .Middle 
Scliool “to inform all parents of 
the decisions icgarding the re­
cent Iheneh immersion issue.”
.Mayor Norma Scaley blasictl 
federal government inaction on 
the proposed compieiion of the 
Sidney breakwater, saying it has 
scared away developers anti 
substantially cut the number of 
proposals council receis-ed for 
the Port of Sidney dcselop- 
ineni.
Council rccei\'ed three pio- 
posals by the June 6 deadline, 
voting .Monday night to ct>n- 
sider other projsosais siibmiiietl 
after the deadline if none of the 
three proved satisfactory.
“Some developers say they 
won't even bid unless there tire 
some tn^surances from .the 
federal government.” said 
Scaley. b'cderal government 
funding for completion of the 
breakw'ater and dredtnng to 
deepen the harbor is a must for 
a larger 250-moorage-unii 
development, the .Sidney mayor 
said.
No federal funding, she 
maintains, would mean a 14U- 
moorage-unit development of 
“questionable viability.”
“I’m very disappointed in the 
federal government’s lack of 
response for 7-1 yeai's to 
S i d n e y ’ s n e e d f o r a 
breakwater.” said Sealey. 
Fisheries and Oceans Minister 
Tom Siddon assured her during 
a visit to Sidney earlier this year 
that the local harbor im­
provements would be a priority 
if money was available, she told 
council.
Sealey also noted the Cana­
dian government had a policy in 
the past of matching dollar for 
dollar on-.shore imprevcinents 
funded from other .sources with 
federally funded harbor im­
provements.
But, she said, she had been 
trying to contact Siddon for 
several weeks to obtain ti fur­
ther commitment, but has been 
unable to get ihrougli, talking 
instead to his staff members and 
making little headway.
“I’d liate to see what luipiicns 
to something thtn's not ;i prii.)ri- 
ty item.” said Setiley. “It’s been 
held on a b:iek burner since 
I'chrutirv.”
5 ..A'T?'' %
J'he Sidney mayor also slam- 
tned local Progressive Conser­
vative .MP Pat Crofton for his 
lack of assistance, saying 
“We’ve had no backup support 
from our local representative.”
Meanwhile, council members 
followed Sealcy’s recommenda­
tion and passed a motion saying 
they will review the submitted 
proposals, consider what type 
of expert advice they need and 
then address the issue in a joint 
meeting with the .Advisory Plan- 




By ERIC .SHERWOOD 
Captain, N. Saanich Cricket Club
It’s that time again. Time for the June joust for the 
Review Challenge Cup, the trophy which is emblematic of 
Cricket supremacy on the Peninsula.
The Gentlemen of North Saanich, having once again 
returned from a successful series against Australia, Sri 
Lanka, the West Indies and Ashby-de-la-Zouche, are well 
rested and looking forward to decimating the ranks of the 
Sidney batsmen with Yorkers, Googlies and Leg-cutters.
Devotees will recall that Sidney won the Cup last year by 
use of the unfair tactic of Divine Intervention and we 
understand they will go w'ith Rev. Malins again.
But we are prepared and will seek legal opinion from 
Derek Finall (our solicitor and opening bat) concerning the 
propriety of such a dastardly ruse.
The Review Cup will be back in North Saanich, where it 
belongs, if Derek James has the temerity to respond to this 
; challenge.
The proposed venue is Iroquois Park at 2 p.m. Sunday, 
; June 29.
I have been requested to explain the game of Cricket. 
It's nol at all complicated and can be summed up as 
■ follows:
In Cricket you have two sides, one out and one in. Each 
man that’s in the side that’s in goes out, and when he’s out 
: he comes in and the next man goes in until he’s out.
When they are all out, the side that’s out comes in, and 
; the side that’s been in goes out and tries to get those com- 
: ing in out.
: Sometimes you get men still in and nol out. When both
: sides have been in and out including the not-outs, that’s 
. the end of the game.
'riiere, so now you know.
Flower pots ordered moved, 
sforeowner fights back
» - i
I : Five candidaic.'t will vie for (he j(ldcrtn.tiiie t.eai on Sidney 
Council in a June 2H bycleciion. The seat was vacated when 
Sunvart Muckay resigned to take a Job in the Arctic.
T'iling nomination papers before the noon deadline on ,lnne 
9 were (in idphabetical ordei):
HERBERT THOMA.S ADDISON, of 9.IT2 Welrster, a 
retired Canada Trust officer ttnd Canadiitn navy Mentenanf- 
coininander.
NOItMAN ROBERT JAEGER, of 9805 ScctnnI Siieei, ;t 
shift engineer.
ROBERT j^'HJ TAM JONES, oT'20 urOdlmh.-.m Oak Bay 
police con,stable;
RICHARD .1. ROBERTS, of 9577 Iroquois, a labor 
market services con.snliani.
RICHARD WEtRMIER, of 10288 Ilc.iluocn, a catpcnici,
Full profiles of each candidate '^vlli appear in next week's 
issue of the Review .
By SARAH THOMPSON
kc\ ic\s‘ Sitift Wi’iici
Inga Beinlei js mad 
I he lusncf of Tivoli, a gift 
sinre on Th'iuaui Awimc, vas 
ordered' uv icitiovc two flowc;: 
pots flanking hci stoicJIihu .
Sidney , conneil. afi.'iiil of' 
costly liability daiivis. is crack" - 
ing riowii on lici'-'aiuuiing 
(d'islacics on sidewalks.
But tile ficsiy : si(nc(,)wnci 
pliins to fight I'ack,
Bender s.aid site had i warn­
ing sfu; was breaking ii hylaw, 
■[he flowci |')ois well'.SCI up 
liii'cc weeks ago,
’‘I’.vcryonc is howling otii to 
licaiiiify the liiilc town so I do 
niy bit tind l am toUl my flowei 
poi.s me a tlnnger to pnidic safe 
ly, “ she said.
“I.ocal people, customers 
and truirists hne the flowers 
outside m\' stoic. Fven the 
iantlloid likc'i ihein:”
Bender is , the latest store 
owiici .isked to M,ariose , ficc- 
Miindinu ribjects fi'Om local 
sidewalks. Others afleeietl lU" 
elude Jus' KiUtimg, Sidney 
.Meat Market, SiditC)' ! isli .md 
CTiips. Higlilanti T'ish and; 
r'hip', '''ITriey I‘'■''‘'.ti-,
Reflections and 'Tivoli, 
Reflections paoprieioi Imra 
will n,,M be [KT-uhii’ 
repo: fed in laz, 
week 's , Review, ' Htwvevei', it 
gt.nvmg number fol strue 
ouiH-'is ate scekinf,' leg.il .u-Svice 
to fight the eolitrtnctsiid bylaw .
, Aid. (, y Ridph, owner ol by diseriminaling."
..''adney Niuural hoods, hacks Ralph, saitl ice eie.'iin siiles ill 
local mei'ch.'inls. ”llieiov,ii in- his store dropi'ied rioiicciihlv
si.osT.ti hatmiiig siiiulwieli sjgns ,aficr Ite was foreetl itt remove
.'iiiii gtei initiin)! signs iiud hoses his sidesvalk .sign, 
to sell newspiipeis. so 1 .would
say the town is iu viniuiintt of Bender is adainatii she is ttot 
the (., auitifiatt y hilt let td Kigltis . going to titKe hei flower I'Ois
'erg ^ 
leg.il..awtioit
MANOU.VEHING PAST tho.tlowor pots outsirio Tivoli is no 
problem for Bib Moiklmfi of Third St. ■
iiway, ’‘.Sidney would look 
be.'uiiifiil if everyone had flower 
pots on (he .street.
“1 eouUI lie (hem iincl htive 
iheni loin inches off ilie ground 
ami il'icn they wouki be acee|)- 
lahle,” she observeth’
'Towns iidinini'qnitor Cieoff 
l.ogan .said Bender nni.st icimive 
bet two flower pots bccituse 
“we luive it bylaw which slates 
you c.'mnoi pul anything:On the 
streets whicli will iiinder 
pcde.sii'i.'ins,", ,,
If Bender rcfuse.s to niovc her 
pots, the city can authorize so­
meone to remove ilieni.
Kiirl Michel, iinoilier local 
mcichiini, is hclpitig Bemler in 
her fight, “If they it re wonied 
ftl-'oiii it blind in;in, or 
somebody svho can’t see vciy 
Avcll. incititling old people, ;u> 
.open glitss door is a greiticr 
.'oirst ruction.”
I lighlaml Tis.h and Ghipy on 
Resihaveii Diive is :ds(» tiffeemd 
by the liylasv,.,'The piopiielois 
ncedetl-a -siRh to advcrii.se their 
hotsrs, At first they complied 
vzith lit;’ tnJ'i'v 'tiid reiiiovcd 
their sigji. "
„ “I am tlead ag.iinst die bylaw 
because \\c went with the bylaw 
iiiiu III ought ill mil ‘.put ,uid w.c 
definitely lost busmess,” said 
owner Margaret Williams, 
“People said thej thought vve 
weie cIo'u.hI,,’ ' ,
William:-; juaid tliey eir* 
ciimven(i,Hi the byli'ov by per­
manently aii.'iehing their sign to 
a fence a| die I t om,
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Two bonds counted in June 3
Despite threats of a Native 
census boycott, two of the four 
Saanich Peninsula Native bands 
are participating in the 1986 
census.
A spokesman for the 
Tsawout band stiid a band 
member had been hired by 
Statistics Canada as an 
enumerator, and that the 
response rate was "about half
and half." A Pauquachin band 
member is also enumerating on 
that re.serve, said a spokesman 
for StatsCan.
A story in the May 28 issue of 
the Times-Colonist said 
southern Vancouver Island In­
dian bands, including the 
Tsawout and Pauquachin, "are 
refusing to take part in the .lime 




Dr. Nick Shaw is pleased to welcome 
Dr. Shelley Breadner into the practice
The Veterinary Practice provides complete service for small animals 
and horses.
Central Saanich Veterinary Clinic is located at the comer ofWallace 
Drive and Stelly's X Rd.
PH: 652-4312
24 Hour Emergency 385-2133
against the administration or 
federal transfer payments.”
The Tsartlip and Tseycum 
bands have not given permis­
sion for enumeration of their 
people, said Herb Rice, regional 
co-ordinator of StatsCan’s 
Aboriginal Peoples Program. 
The Tsartlip band was one of 
three locally that also boycotted 
the 1981 census, said Rice.
Tom Sampson, chairman of 
the South Island tribal council, 
said area Indians take issue with 
the census because a question 
relating to Indian identity in it 
docs not acknowledge in­
dividual Native nations, and 
because loctil governments 
don’t pass on funds from 
transfer payments to Native 
governments.
"Our position has been clear 
since 1981." said Sampson. 
"They refuse to identify specific 
Indian nations and bands. In­
stead we have a definition of 
North American Indian from 
the dictionary."
Sampson was referring lo 
Question Seven on the census, 
which reads "Do you consider 
yourself an aboriginal person or
a Native Indian of North 
America?” Rice said this was 
the first time a question on 
Native identity had appeared in 
every census.
Sampson also argued that 
‘‘the provinees and the 
municipalities have never turn­
ed over the amount due to us. 
They get the money scot-free, 
and consider our government to 
be non-entities.”
B.C. receives about S3,000 
over a five-year period for each 
person enumerated, said a 
StatsCan spokesman.
Rice, co-ordinator of a pro­
gram created in 1985 to increase 
Native awareness of the census, 
said funding applications for 
Native programs arc hurl by the 
lack of accurate population 
figures, and that the census 
boycott, "works against pro­
gram proposals.”
The Cowichan band, one of 
the largest on the Island, recent­
ly agreed to participate in the 
1986 census, citing Question 
Seven and the hiring of 
enumerators from the bands 
themselves as key factors in 
their decision, said Rice.
Your Famity Restaurant 
In Smiley
Rememfeer Dad in 
a Speci2d Way on
.Vi®
Their Great New Salad Bar!
17 Items
Fresh, Tasty, Delicious 
Come in and try it today!





Bar B Que StySe 
Chicken
jr^clucies Both Salad Bar, 





2302 Beacon in Sidney 656-2423
A complete 





Mon-Sat 8 am-5:30 pm 
Friday 8 am-6 pm 
Beacon Pfaza r^r-r*2.328 .656-5115
SPINNERS at Sidney Museum prove the industrial Revolu­
tion did not replace some traditions entirely.
CRD eyes Mocaulay Point 
os leochate dumping site
Dumping poisonous leachate Creek.
from Hartland Road dump into 
the Macaulay Point disposal 
system will cost more, but might 
alleviate future fish kills in Tod
The Capital Regional District 
sanitation and water committee 
approved the new plan last Sun­
day, and will go before the
Recycling waste
board today (Wednesday), said 
chief engineer Michael 
Williams.
Originally, the committee 
gave tentative approval to a 
proposal to run sewage into 
Heal Lake.
y
Lake Cowichan successfully uses a system where sewage 
disposal areas are recycled and incinerated, says Ron de Pol, 
chairman of the Tod Creek Watershed Enhancement Society.
The Capital Regional District should look at similar recycl­
ing techniques in dealing with to.xic leachate from Hartland 
Road dump, he says, adding that the CRD is “running out of 
dump site areas — they haven’t the room.”
De Pol’s plan involves building greenhouses on top of 
dump sites. Rainfall would be collected on greenhouse rooves 
to irrigate the complex. The gases, mainly methane, could be 
used for heat year-round and the leachate could fertilize 
plants for non-human consumption.
The main source of heat would be the efficient burning of 
resideritial garbage brought to the dump site, which would 
replace oil ebstsT
This plan would prevent rain from going through the gar­
bage and creating poisonous leachate,” explained de 
Pol.“Thirty inches of rain filtering through fifty feet of gar­







65.95 and up 
BOOKS
hats from 5.98 
Mug & tie set 12.95
•e3._
Tjccor ud,
2497 Beacon Ave 
656-2412
“(But) when we assessed the 
cost, which would go up, and 
took another look at the area, 
we decided that the relative risk 
of using Heal Lake did not war­
rant the cost,” Williams said.
However, the new plan, pro­
posing additional sewage 
pumped into the Strait of Juan 
de Fuca through Macaulay 
Point, costs more than either 
Tod Creek or Heal Lake.
"It is more expensive to go to 
Macaulay,” said Williams," 
but it is worth it in relation to 
the efficiency of disposal. We 
were not absolutely sure it (Heal 
Lake) would work.” The hew 
plan will increase sewage by two 
to three per cent at Macaulay 
Point which would require 
monitoring by the CRD.
Williams said he could not 
give any cost figures until the 
CRD board approves the plan.
Alternate methods of 
leachate disposal were in­
vestigated because toxic seepage 
was believed responsible for 
killing fish in Tod Creek.
Williams said the CRD is nol 
sure of the environmental im­
pact sewage would have at 
Macaulay Point and the Juan de 
Fuca areas. ’
Ron de Pol. chairman of the 
Tod Creek Watershed Enhance­
ment Society, said he would not 
oppose the plan to send .sewage 
to Macaulay "because there arc 
other environmental groups 
which will oppose more dum- 
page into the straits.”
WE’VE MOVED
Cost sharing hclwccn Saanich 
and the regional district and the 
cost to use the north-west trunk 
in the Macaulay Point outfall is 
yet to be worked out.
TO 7115 A WEST SAANICH RD. 
BESIDE THE BARGAIN BARN
We Look Forward To 
Serving You In Our New 
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You aro cordially 
InvUod to attend a
WELCOME WAGON 
"PLUS SIXTY PARTY"







7115 A West Saanich Rd. 652-5614
V
/>
RotlracJ or not. male or 
fomalo. this Is a party lor youl 
Sidney Travolodgo. Z p.m., 
Juno 2*1, 1086, Look what 
Wolcomo Wagon has for you 
— Holplul Civic Information. 
Special Displays, Gifls form 
''Slxiy-Plus” In attendance 
, , , Numerous door prlnea, 
Adiultjuion is rnce but by In- 
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FIRST TO GRADUATE from Johnston, Eric Lythgoe. (Se-
Claremont’s first year (back 
row, from left) Ken Haugen, 
Neil Gillespie, Gordon 
Galey, Gary Morton, Bruce 
Fisher, Neil Cumberbirch, 
Gary Arsenault, Kerry 
Beebe. (Third row, from left) 
David Sawbridge, Dave 
Crampton, Dick Tuckey, 
John Stanlake, Ulrich Leid- 
tke, Gus Underwood, 
Richard Hunt, Glenn
cond row, from left) Linda 
Ross, Marilyn Rice, Carol 
Hall, Sharon Banks, Barb 
Reid, Marilyn Olsen, Susie 
Sinkinson, Marie Potter. 
(Front row, from left) 
Maralyn Buffam, Gay 
Oldfield, Pat Heaslip, 
Maureen Olsen, Sheila 
Hooper, Jackie Chaffie, 
Tone Glenne, Linda Deakin 
and Gail Cunningham.
GET IN SHAPE FOR 
SUMMER’S FUN AT.




Claremont celebrates 25 yrs.
One former Claremont 
Senior Secondary student will 
be travelling all the way from
Norway to attend the school’s 
25th anniversary celebrations 
June 28.
Beverly Joy Gulbrandscn (nee 
Henkel) of the class of ’74 will 
be one of approximately 1,0(X) 
former students who fill the 
school for the day-long 
homecoming event. Organizers
are still trying to track down 
former Claremontonians, says 
teacher Helen White, the 
event’s co-ordinator.
“We counted 3,080 former 
grads,’’ said White, one of two 
remaining members of the 
school’s 1961-62 staff. But, she 
stresses, the day-long festivities, 
including a pancake breakfast, 
rugby and basketball tourna­
ment, choir and band per­
formances, and teacher and
class reunions are open to all 
former • students, not just 
graduates.
White, retiring from home 
economics teaching this year, 
says other former students have 
been contacted as far away as 
Indonesia and Japan. She is 
concerned, however, that those 
planning to attend are not sen­
ding in their confirmations.
“My crystal ball says we’ll 
have about I,0(X) ex-students,’’
A new zoning description 
could be created to allow a 
development proposal in Brent­
wood Bay.
Basia Enterprises Corp. of 
Vancouver purchased seven 
hectares of waterfront property 
from B.C. Hydro for $731,000 
and are planning to build a mix 
of single and multiple rsidential 
units./" ■ -
The land is currently zoned 
for park or open-space in­
dustrial, confirmed Central 
Saanich engineer Al Mackey.
The municipality has so far 
received no formal proposals on 
property use. Changes to a zon­
ing bylaw must be presented at 
public hearing before they are
passed, he said. Mackey noted 
some building concepts for the 
development might require 
special zoning.
Public beach access would 
probably be a stipulation too, 
Mackey said. Hardy Park, part 
of the package, will remain as 
parkland, said development ar­
chitect Mike Abbott.
Homes will be incorporated 
into the landscape for max­
imum aesthetic appeal. Respon- 
sibilty for the environment is a 
concern, Abbott said.
A B.C. Hydro substation is 
slated for refurbishing as a
design.
Demolision of a 30-storey 
smoke-stack is in the plans; it 
might be replaced by a water­
front promenade.
Eleven local teenagers involv­
ed in the Dory Program com-u in Lvorv p
recreauon complex. Abbdl said ,heir aafi in an
an indoor pool and squash 




A 19-year-oid ’69 Chevy 
owner was (he victim of an 
elaborate theft .lime 6,
The tliiof apparently crept in­
to the Henry Av'cntic carport 
where Stephen Regan left his 
ear overnight, opeiietl the hood 
and removed high performatice 
parts ineliiding the carburetor, 
fuel pump, valve covers tind air 
cleanei.
BURGLARIZED 
A series of otliei late iiight 
robberies last week incltided the 
burglary of ;t Chtilet Rotid home 
Jiine 2. riic perpetrator etitercd 
tlttotigli an unlocked doot rind 
intidc off with .$200 from tt resi­
dent’s Will let.
Highway 17 intersection trig­
gered a multiple injury accident.
'Phis time, Sidney driver 
Shirley Marlin, 40, was charged 
with failing to stop at a red light 
tifter her vehicle allegedly collid­
ed with a second ear driven by a 
Vietoriii man proceeding off 
MaelJonald Piirk Road on ;i 
green.
Martin, her passenger Colin 
Wilkes, and the other driver 
were treated at Saiinich Penin­
sula ilospitiil for minor in­
juries, The vehicles sitstaiiicd 
$2,01)1.) in damage,
(fay’s FRI. 13thBE CAREFUL 
OUT THERE
THE WORLDS FULL 
OF DIRT 
652-5811
7183 Wo8l Saanich Rd.
anHNTwooo anv CLEANttnr.
BOATS TAKEN 
Two boats were stolen from 
their moorings. On .I tine 7, ti 12-. 
foot Hpringhrook boat with a 
7,5 horsepower Mercury motor 
viihigd at $ 1,025 was taken from 
the i)olphin Road government 
wharf.
Tlte following night tt 14-foot 
aliimtmim boiti wljli a 9.9 
horsepower Merctiry tnotin' 
worth .$.1,000 Wits stolen from 
the wtiterfront below a Liiiul- 
send Road re.sitleticc,
A r Give Wook-ondT^
™ V back to Pad? .J




I'or the second week in a row, 
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Opened in 1961, Claremont 
was the sole high school on the 
Saanich Peninsula for many 
years. Even after Parkland 
opened, most Mount Newton 
junior high school students still 
moved up to Claremont, until 
Stelly’s opened in the late 1970s.
The school has only had two 
principals: Joe Lott and Donald 




For special occasions or every­
day elegance, try acrylic nails 
or. extend the length with 
i tips, and gels and notice 
the djfterence.
Easy to apply, long last­
ing reguifing only periodic! 
tills. Done by a trained 
professional. You vvij^ 
love tfie look!






















INSIDE STORM WINDOWS .
OUTSIDE STORM WINDOWS 
THERMAL CONVERSION 
WINDOW SCREENS 
“For Your Free Estimate’
656-3863
member workbee last weekend.
PCA youth services co­
ordinator Camille Martin says 
volunteers are currently being 
sought to teach the youths 
seamanship skills in the next 
phase of the program.
The group lias been working 
since January on the craft as 
pan of a successful program 
conceived and set up by Bryan 
Miller and Brian Wright, who 
have since left tlic program, in 
which teenagers build atid sail 
their own craft.
1 '■ •■‘Al'd j'*’; r;! • ■■■ ' fiviL.'—- ,r K . ',!Y 4 , I- iix
f. ..''"m’
With a little effort we’ve 
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Enough's enough
Sidney council has provided some great opportunities 
for students and far-seeing entrepeneurs with the 
meticulous enforcement of a bylaw which prohibits all 
movable objects placed on local sidewalks.
Maybe for the rest of the summer, students can don 
sandwich boards and walk the streets to advertise local 
business hours, products and in-store specials. Sort of 
gives a new meaning to sidewalk sales.
But prospective board walkers take note: keep walk­
ing. Remember nonmoving objects, deemed hazardous 
to public safety, are removed, chucked into the back of 
a pickup truck and carted away. So, no loitering, please.
Some enterprising sort could undoubtedly make big 
bucks selling industrial strength cable allowing pro­
prietors to suspend moveable objects above the 
sidewalks from their store’s eaves and rooftops. 
Another student might paint signs that just say “Duck.”
And there was almost a speed-bump watcher position 
open for some lucky student. His jol3 would have been 
to warn motorists at the Emerald Isle not to drive over 
the speed bumps too quickly, thereby damaging their 
car and sueing the town. But, alas, the motion proposed 
by Committee A was defeated.
Council’s directive to storeowner Inga Bender to 
remove her two flower pots from her store doorway 
shows how ridiculous the situation has become. As you 
walk down Beacon Avenue, you’ll encounter concrete 
garbage bins and flower planters, newspaper boxes, 
parked bikes, glass doors wedged open and often bar­
ricades left on sidewalks and streets by Sidney works 
crews.
Do two flower pots, which everyone compliments, 
seriously constitute a danger to public safety? Sidney 
council seems to think so and councillors are not budg­
ing from their staunchly guarded position.
Bender is going to stand firm in her defiance and 
other storeowners should follow suit. It’s time council 
took its nose out of the bylaw regulations and took a 
look at the plight of local merchants who are trying to 
earn an honest buck while beautifying our town.
Sidney council’s original intent to protect the 
municipality and its individual members from large 
liability claims was commendable before outright 
paranoia took over.
They should remember Gulliver and the Lilliputians 
and take a good hard look at their motives.
It’s always good to hear when teenagers get together 
and do something positive to keep themselves construc­
tively occupied, interested, and out of trouble.
North Saanich and Sidney teens, flanked by a corps 
of interested north-end parents, joined forces and ar­
ranged a coffee house drop-in centre to operate alter­
native Friday evenings at the old library annex near 
Sanscha hall.
However, teens and parents alike discovered that a lot 
of time, planning and promotion must go into this type 
of project. Unfortunately, the first coffee house held 
last week was not as successful as hoped, with only 10 
teens showing up.
The idea of having fun without alcohol, drugs, smok­
ing or, rowdy behavior is great. But, it’s not going to 
happen without hard work, not only from the young 
people, but also from parents and the community at 
large, whose support and direction is vital.
The coffee house is off the ground. Build up support, 
sell the idea, and make it a success. We’re 100 per cent 
behind you.
Editor:''v
I am astounded at your 
editoral (June 4) “Look 
Elsewhere’’ concerning Tod 
Creek.
You demonstrated poor in­
vestigative skills, inability to get 
the facts right and firstly and 
most importantly failed to ad­
dress the real issue —- massive 
environmental pollution and 
damage.
This recent kill of approx­
imately 100 spawning rainbow 
trout was a result of toxic 
leachate. These fish were from 
Prospect Lake attempting on 
their own to spawn naturally in 
Tod Creek. Our society does 
not “subject spawning stock to 
inevitable periodic leachate 
seepages.’’ We do successfully 
rear coho salmon. Over the past 
four years we introduced in ex­
cess of 20,(X)0 coho frv in the
^ clean waters of upper Tod and 
Durrance Creek. We take great 
care to fence, contain and 
transport young smolts and 
mature returning adult spawn­
ing salmon to and from the 
ocean to keep them from this 
toxic leachate.
The rainbow trout are not the 
only fish to attempt to utilize 
this steam. This watershed 
system also contains countless 
cutthroat trout. Trapping at the 
•estuary and the lower end of 
Tod Creek have demonstrated 
that steclhead and chum salmon 
attempt to use these polluted 
waters. This natural phenomena 
is being seriously jeopardized by 
the careless and irresponsible 
neglect of the Capital Regional 
District,
You make it appear that 
because of an imforiimatc 
etiuipment failure, some fish
died and the CRD should not be 
faulted. Nothing could be fur­
ther from the truth. The pump­
ing and the recycling of the 
leachate is only a token gesture. 
It only operates for a few mon­
ths in the summer when flows 
are low and reoyles it over the 
dump to increase its concentra­
tion and allowed to flow un­
checked and untreated for most 
of the year to contaminnate and 
destroy a valuable and natural 
resource. This procedure is il­
legal and must be stopped.
You have the audacity to tell 
the members of our society to 
“stop knocking their collective 
heads against the brick wall of 
reality..’’ I would ask you to 
take your head out of the sand 
and face reality to fight for 
what is right. A clean and safe 








r The gowerB^meiit's foiling oport 1
VICTORIA -r Political 
observers in Victoria are 
tretiled to a rare spectacle 
these ilays - a government 
ftilling ttpart,
The Socred caucus, a 
cohesive, single-minded and 
poweifiil intit until recently is 
turning into a pack of frac­
tious individintls without 
direction or purpose.
Rremicr Bennett’s resigna­
tion has tiu'own the Socreds 
into utter confusion and iiir- 
inoit. ,
In tlte Icgislaiure, cabinet 
ministers still go throuidi, tlte 
motions of introducing bills, 
dcfendlitg their s|H‘nding 
estimates juid answering tpies- 
tions from the opposition. But 
the former spuitk has gone out 
of them. Ihcy're a subdued 
lot.
.Sensing Ihe .inwenmient's 
hclirlcssncss, the opposition 
NDP has gone on the attack, 
'rhcrc tue ficijiieni iefercnci:s 
t(v tire Soctwls' “Ifime-fluek 
leader. ’’ Dechired and poten­
tial leadership candiilates are 
the litrgcts of jibes, ihe 
icspiuiscs lack convicliun. The 
opposition has the iippei hand 
in the I lotise,
It hasn’t come tmc.vpecied' 
ly, it hap|iens eveiy time a 
leader steps down. And wlien 
he's the leader of the party in
LEGISLATURE 
,'^HUBERT BEYER^^.
power, the effects are nlore 
severe,
Not only does the Socred 
caucus now lack the clear 
direction only a leader in full 
control can give it, biti the 
members arc no longer able or 
willing to act as a cohesive 
body.
Some of them have their 
own agendas now. They would 
like to succeed Bennett as 
premier and are busy 
establishing their owtr idemity.
Those who have mr inien- 
tloa of running for tlte leader­
ship sit on fences, trying to 
guess who will eirieigc the win­
ner Baoking the wrong horse 
could cost them dearly later, 
Supporting the right person 
cotild translate into a cabinet 
ai>poimment.
ihii all (bat stiITtloesn't ac- 
couai foi the degree lo which 
the govciimteiu has sullered 
iroat llcnneit's resignation. 
The reason for the govern* 
nrem’s sudden rigor mortis
goes deeper and further biiek.
Like few other poliiicitms, 
Bennett consolidated power in 
his own office. Governmcni 
tinder Bill Benneii during ihc 
past few years was essentially a 
one-man show.
It didn’t start out that way, 
Initially, power wjis shared by 
his cabinet minisiets who. in 
turn, relied heavily on their 
deputy ministers. The change 
came about the same time 
Bennett introduced liis 
rc'slraini program.
Cabinet minisiets were 
gradually stripped of ilicir 
decision-making power, Depu­
ty luinistern svere tvdd that 
lliclr allegiance was no longer 
to their depuiie.s, as had been 
the tradiiion, but to the 
premier.
All power now resiilcd la the 
premier's office. With the help 
of close advisers, tlte premier 
plotted all strategy, Cabinet 
ministers became nrere in- 
stniments of ilu- purmier's
'■will.''
The entire restraint program 
wiis hatched Iry the premier 
;md a lumdfnl of iioliiical 
hacks, t.'tiiieus luul viriiially no 
■■input.''
It wasn't tmlil much later 
that \vc learned the restraint 
program was designed inaiiily 
to give ihc premier anew im­
age, the image of a tough 
leader who wonltl brook no 
nonsense.
It worked exceedingly well 
while Bennett was in control, 
liver since iosiraim, there was 
no i|Ucsiion wlio called Ihc 
shots in the Socreil govern­
ment. The premier was, in­
deed, perceived as a very, very 
lough gay.
.Now the party has to pay 
the piper. There is no heir- 
apparem who cotild just take 
oyer, no successor vvlio could 
simply pick up where Bcmtcti 
lerrvesoff.
With Bennen's tesigiiaiion 
anijoimeemcnr, the blood 
drained out uf tlic l»od> 
.Socred.
The new leader whouvci he 
or she utav be, wilThave adif- 
lieiili lime hreatliing itew life 
into the corpse.
The NDI* is iKMiiuR thai the 
resuscitaiiou ailempts will fail 
to revive the corpse,
At this poiru. I’m iirclincd 
to agree with that .tssessnieni.
Editor:
In regarcLs to your totally 
biased opinion regarding the 
justification of helmets, I would 
strongly suggest you look upon 
Ihe facts regarding the mortality 
rate of moiiocycli.sis. To com­
pare suicide, along with the 
right to, or nol to wear helmets 
shows your bitised opinion very 
clearly, !tsWell as your lack of 
education towards the matter.
The whole organized lutempt 
at relieving people of their 
light,s to freedom of choice is 
clearly reflected in your 
siatemcnis,
Mclmcls to do not save any 
more lives, compared to people 
involved in accidents without 
them.(fact)
Helmets of styles .such as the 
popular full faced type are 
known to inflict more serious 
injuries than would have been 
wiilioul them.(fact).
Helmets interfere witli tlte 
operator’s peripheral vision, as 
well as the los.s of hearing in the 
operator's immediate vicini- 
ly.(fact)
lunally the psychological end 
of it, the operator is more apt to 
make a mistake, or a rasli act 
due to In's overconfidence in 
safety, because of tlte 
helmet.(fact)
The accumulation of accident 
statistics in one area wliich is 
also a fact by tlte way! Tltis 
covers ihc certain type of 
motorcycle produced today, tlte 
“.superbikes.’’ 'Tliesc maclrines 
arc no less titan factory racing 
bikes offered to the public, and 
without valid experience offered 
to the high percentage of the 
public that litcse macliinc.s arc 
being catered to, the death toll 
will inevitably go up; helmets or 
not. Iricidcnily, this catagory of 
“rider entlmsaists" liave the 
higliest rate of accidents. One 
last point. If the people who 
ride and defend tlte use of 
helmets are .so rigliieous, ilien 
why are they riding around in 
tennis siroes, sltorts, and 
Itelmels, willtoul tlte protection 
of leather,




I icel 1 must lake issue With 
Aid, Barlnira Bienitan'.s leiiei 
Mune*B.
I beliesc that tlte deai itusil 
ing little woman lios been far 
too busy in iter laspbetries to 
iliink alutui the mcantttg oi 




In my Inmihle opinion {as a 
yvietan of isvu Vv’oild Wiusj, if 
our troops had htid (he couriipe 
of Aid. John Stone, svti wniild 
ll.«Vc lo?,( luXli ol till 111,
I ssotild vitliu; llic opmioti of 
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Pretend borids @ serloys threat
HUGH’S VIEWS
HUGH NASH
I was talking with my friend Bill the other day on various 
items of national and international importance when he 
brought up the subject of air bands.
Bill had been thinking about the current air band fad and 
he wondered what, if anything, the participants were getting 
out of it. “I mean, what eartlily good can it do someone to 
stand on a stage and mimic someone else’s ac­
complishments? ” he asked.
In case you haven’t been e.xposed to this fad, young adults, 
after hours of studying their favorite rock video, dress up 
almost exactly like the real performers, grasp homemade 
cardboard immitation musical instruments, clutch phony 
microphones, turn the music up high and gyrate about 
mouthing the song’s words and the musicians’ actions in 
perfect synchrony with the sound.
With speakers blaring they, and their audiences, go crazy.
“But are they accomplishing anything?’’ Bill asked.
We kicked that around for a while cluck-clucking like a 
couple of know-it-all older hens about where the younger 
generation is heading and none of the directions seemed, in 
our eyes, to be good.
But Bill is not one of those guys who stays down very long 
and soon he was trying to figure ways to take the air band’s
pretend-to-do-something-but-really~do-nothing aspect and 
put it to better use in the real world.
For instance, the next time your teenage son asks to borrow 
your car, acquiesce, but only for an air drive.
In air driving, the car stays in the garage, the kid gets 
behind he wheel and his girl snuggles close. He then pretends 
to start the engine, drive off, cruise the town and even park at 
Muldoon’s Point.
While parked, they have the freedom to do all sorts of 
things not allowed under real-time situations. They can air 
smoke funny stuff, air drink forbidden liquids and even crawl 
into the back seat and air neck.
It could be just like mimicking a rock band — all the fun 
without any of the responsibilities or consequences.
People on diets could air eat. Heaps of calorie laden yum- 
rnies could be air washed down the hatch by gallons of expen­
sive air wine. The only consequence could be an uncomfor­
table gas attack if too much air was gulped.
But on the other hand, people might get heavily into air 
reading. They’d spend hours with books and get nothing out 
of them. This would be similar to the air studying 1 see some 
youths practice while watching vacuous television programs.
All of which. Bill maintains, will lead inevitably to air 
thinking and hence to air living.
“Those air banders aren’t creating anything at all of their 
own. There’s no originality, no creativity, nothing of 
themselves in the performance. They just copy someone else’s 
creation. It’s totally selfless.
“Is that what we want our kids to be? I think not.’’
Following that line of thought there seems little doubt that 
air bands are not just another harmless fad to be tolerated un­
til it disappears but they are serious threats to the future of 
the next generation.
Boo them off the stage before it’s too late.
Short memories serve politics
1 j
Editor:
It was only to be expected 
that Aid. Barbara Brennan 
would rush to the defence of 
Aid. John Stone after all his 
actions need defending and they 
are birds of a feather.
Both betrayed their sup­
porters and Stone may be said 
to have betrayed some of them 
twice.
Neither Brennan nor Stone 
gave any hint before their elec­
tion that they would be 
prepared to breach the com­
munity plan in order to permit 
additional development. On the 
contrary both stood as agreeing 
with the plan. Stone was a loud 
and persistent opponent to one 
change. Both acceptedOhS '^115- 
port of people known to be 
commi'ted to retaining the plcin: 
for its five-year life.
On May 17, after Stone first 
voted to breach the plan, some 
of his supporters met with him 
to ask that he reconsider his ac­
tion in the light of his com­
mitments to them. It was agreed 
that any doubts about the 
wishes of the electorate in 
regard to breaching the plan 
could best be resolved by put­
ting the question to referendum.
On the basis that this would 
be done at the next elections in 
November, Stone said he would 
vote against breaching the phtn 
in the meantime. He sealed this 
undertaking by a firm hand­
shake with Eric Sherwood.
Without another word to any 
of those present the meeting and 
without a single word at the 
council meeting. Stone voted 
for a second time to breach the 
plan. By so doing he failed to 
honor a very specific commit­
ment.
For Brennan to contend in ef­
fect, that there is so much in­
formation that election can­
didates are not privy to, that 
they should not stand for
anything is ludicrous.
In the community plan all the 
information is avialable to the 
public and it does not require 
much information or research 
to decide whether one favors the 
community plan approach of 
not adding 2,000 empty lots 
available for building or 
whether one believes that every 
commercial opportunity should 
be exploited.
The fundamental question is
whether it is proper to seek elec­
tion on one basis and after elec­
tion to act on another. In the 
opinion of some of us — in­
cluding one former mayor and 
three former alderman — it is 
not. If Brennan and Stone'ean- 
not in conscience support the 
policy of not breaching the 
community plan for which they 
were elected, the honorable 
course is for them to resign.
E.G. Farthing North Saanich
US
Editor: ■'"7"" ■
How nice it must be to have 
the respect of one’s fellow 
alderman (Barbara Brennan’s 
letter rc John Stone, REVIEW 
June 4.)
that he did not'study the matter 
thoroughly then? Or do we 
assume council is privy to in­
formation that the general 
public is not?
lie ^toodTdr have not changed.
Maybe he could implement 
his election promise of open 
government and let us all into
Of course it does always help 
when this same fellow alderman 
agrees with one, doesn’t it? In­
teresting how if people disagree 
with you they do not have the 
full facts, but when they agree 
with you they have researched 
the matter tltroughly.
What short memories people 
have. John Stone prior to being 
elected on council was a 
member of the Advisory Plann­
ing Commission when the pro­
posed Aylard development was 
referred to them. Do we assume
We wonder what it could be? 
We studied in vain John Stone’s 
reasons for changing his vote 
but we are still in the dark. The 
basic principles we all thought
the secrets of the inner circle. 
We could all then squeal 
Eureka! and be instantly 
coverted.
C.I. and J. Doman 
North Saanich
Opinion articles on issues of concern to Review 
readers are welcomed by the Review. Opinion 
pieces should be marked Opinion and must be sign­
ed, contain the writer’s address and a telephone 
number where the writer can be reached. Opinion 
pieces should not exceed 600 words in length and 
may be edited for clarity, legality or taste.
Editor:
Beginning next year, Brilisli 
Columbia will be planting 200 
million new trees. But the 
benefits of this aggressive plan­
ting program can be quickly 
wiped out by wildfire.s.
Eacli year, forest firesdestroy 
thousands of hectnies of prime 
B.C. timber.
Many of these fires could 
have been rmevented. Others
could have been extinguished 
earlier if they had been spotted 
sooner.
We need your readers’ help in 
being more careful with fire in 
the forest and reporting 
wildfires. '
With cveryonc’.s help we can 
air work together to keep B.C. ’,s 












‘Wo’rii sllll tltitnp ftom all tho tain wo’wo had,. .which 
was radloactivo.. .that big gingor cat hoc just had kit* 
tons.,, and now thi» hay’s bo ing cut 
oiroudy. . .whore’s It all going to and, Harryl?"
LONG-DISTANCE NEWS to .sail boat owner Don Mitchell of 
Frultvale B.C. wa,s a little on the down side. Fire In-spccior Ed 
Bftna.s was put on the spot to inform the fella the 26-footcr he had 
up for sale in North Saanich Marina was damaged in a deck fire to 
the tune of $2,8(M). Apparently an extension cord for a timed heater 
to keep dampness at bay In the vessel was insulated to the point of 
combustion by sails and cushions lying on the cord. Banas put in a 
plug for North Saanich Volunteer Fire Dept, .saying they were on 
the scene in four minutes. Great going guy.s. . . . , REVIEW 
STAFF REPORTER Suzanne Inskip always has food on the brain. 
Demonstrating her love for all cuisine she enthusiastically wrote a 
feature about croquettes (meatballs) on behalf of the very sporting 
Peninsula croquet faction last i,ssuc, Nobody Kccmed to mind, but 
simply pointed out her boo-boo. She'll use a French-Engll.sh dic­
tionary next timcl. . . . . A VERY EXGITEL> nine-year-old took 
home $100 last week, winning the New Smugglers Cove introduc­
tory special draw. Meredith Walker, from Brentwood, is footing 
the bill for a round of bubblegum for her friends. ... .PENIN­
SULA SENIORS walked part way to the moon recently, racking up 
699 miles for the nation-wide cldetobics fitness promotion. 
Organizer Wally Dutemple says 223 local men and women 55 year.s 
and older took part in the one miie walk. Some avid golfers even 
phoned in the number of holes played that day, he said, . . . .A 
FEW YEARS behind the times, at the Review. Last week, we incor­
rectly identified the Sidney and North Saanich commodore us Bill 
Shaw. A reader an avid sailing buff plioned in to tell us Shaw 
retired from active command a couple of years ago. This year’s 
,commodore i.*; nvert Fraser, who with juitiol commoUurc Iain 
Campbell took the annual saluie. . . , .SEEKING TOP SPOT at 
Stelly’s scitool, Debbie McGuire and Graeme White arc vying for 
prime minlitcr of .studcnir,* council next year, .Maybe they can give 
Nlulroney a fesv pointers. . . . .GRADUATING from Simon 
Fraser University tliis week arc two Sidney women Lynn Ann .Scott 
of I latbour Road, attd Karen Andrea Curvalhal of Ardmore Drive. 
Scott earned her Master of Pest Management and Caivalhal her 





The Annual General Meeting of the Peninsula Com­
munity Association will be held Thursday 19 June, 
1986 at 7:30 p.m. at the Saanichton Research Station 
Pavilion at 8801 East Saanich Road. Memberships are 
available at the office 9751 Third Street, Sidney for 
$2.00.
AGENDA TO INCLUDE:
Adoption of 1985 AGM Minutes 
Annual Reports 
Election of Board of Directors 
Appointment of Auditors 
New Business.
Refreshments
fVlAKE H8M FEEL SPECIAL
FATHER^S DAY
AT THE BRENTWOOD INN
RELAX WHILE DINING OVERLOOKING BEAUTIFUL BRENTWOOD BAY
^ IRISH POTATO BREAD AND BUTTER 
CAESAR SALAD 
STEAK OSCAR NewYorkSteak 
Covered with Dungeness Crab Meat 
topped with Holiandaise sauce.





REGULAR MENU ALSO AVAILABLE 
RESERVATIONS RECOMMENDED




Treat DAD To A 
REGORDorTAPE
FOR Father’s Day
20% Off On Thursday
15% Off On Friday
10% Off On Saturday 
Records, Tapes or C. D’s
©
(With This Ad Copy Only) 








ALL STOCK 25% OFF
Make Dad
A Tee Shirt dr Sweatshirt
“Build Your Own”
Froo Man'® Basobnll Cap With Purchase Of Too 
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NECTARINES APPLE PEARS K 
^TANGELLOS PINEAPPLE ^ 
TANGARINES PLUMS . hi 
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Mon.-Fri. 9:00-5:00 Sat. 8:30 -1:00
SERVfCE TO ALL MAKES
DC-3s scheduled for a fly­
past at the Commonwealth 
Military Aviation Museum open 
house June 7 left spectators out 
in the cold.
The open house, held at the 
Victoria Flying Club, was to 
have included 30 DC-3s that 
performed earlier at Expo.
But, says military museum 
public relations spokesman Ken 
Hartt, a beauracracy prevented 
the spectacle.
Victoria Airport “ is under 
federal jurisdiction, he explain­
ed, and safety precautions dic­
tated the DC-3s could not fly 
past at the 1,000-foot level. The 
low altitude could conflict with 
itinerant aircraft, he said, ad­
ding that Expo organizers in­
sisted the fly-past be conducted 
at 1,000 feet and would not 
compromise to allow a 1,500 or 
2,000 foot altitude.
The fly-past' was originally 
approved through local MLA 
Hugh Curtis’ office, the 
transport ministry and Expo 
Planning Commission, Hartt 
said. The switch in plans was 
pulled “by some power higher 
than 1.”
Tom Brenan, chief flying in­
structor for Victoria Flying 
Club, said a woman who at­
tended the Expo fly-past 
described the event as “bor­
ing,” because the 30 DC-3s flew 
past at one minute intervals, not 
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o Chicken Chow Mein 
« Almond Chicken 
• Sweet & Sour Boneless Pork 




® Deep Fried Chicken Wings 
® Quy Ding Chop Suey ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^
• Sweet & Sour Boneless Pork 
; ® Mushroom, Chicken Fried Rice 
® Chicken chow Mein 
® Serves 4-5 persons ^
SIS Verdler- Brentwood
Are deer on Sidney Spit suf­
fering from over-population?
B.C. Parks awarded a 
515,000 one-year contract to 
Aim Ecological Consultants to 
determine the future of Fallow 
deer in Sidney Spit Provincial. 
Marine Park.
. ' Over-population of fallow 
deer in the park is obvious, said 
B.C. Parks spokesman Cathy
[Hisfory a mystery
Fallow deer were imported to James Island in 1908, says 










They originally came from Chatsworth Park in England, 
part of the Duke of Devonshire’s estate.
Hatter read accounts from old Victoria Daily Columnist 
news clippings. A 1908 story said Dr. and Lady Findlay sold 
James Island to H. Wheatcroft. Lady Findlay and Wheat- 
croft imported six to 10 fallow deer with the notion of 
creating a private hunting reserve on the island.
Further accounts show game wardens captured a few deer 
in 1936 and moved them to Saltspring Island, Port Alberni, • 
and North and South Pender Islands. At this point there were 
no fallow deer on Sidney Island, said Hatter.
How fallow deer landed on Sidney Island still remains a 
mystery. Hatter suggested some might have swam from S 
James Island. Perhaps someone transported them secretly. 
Despite their origin. Fallow deer> have been iivirig 'arid'ji;: 
multiplying on Sidney Island sincie the late 1950s or early ’60s', i;:; 
he said. '■
Jack Todd, former owner of Sidney Island, did not recall 
fallow deer on the island prior to that time. Hatter added.
The biologist attributes some of the “beat up” vegetation 
in Sidney Spit park to deer movement. Open grazing fields 
surrounding the small bit of coverage for the deer lead to 
trampling of foliage as well as browsing.
Mackin. “All you have to do is 
look at it. Visually it’s obvious. 
They’ve eaten everything in­
cluding bark off trees up to 1.1 
metres high. ”
An estimated 140 fallow deer 
are in the park, she said, out of 
approximately 750 that inhabit 
Sidney Island. Black-tail deer 
number about 200.
The study will address herd 
management: whether to cull 
the deer by shooting or 
relocating, to determine health 
and possible parasite infesta­
tion, and statistics on normal 
size and weight ranges. Mackin 
said the study will also show 
how much of Sidney Spit can be 
expected to recover from over­
browsing caused by the deer.
The problem with managing 
fallow deer, is nobody in B.C. 
seems to know much about 
them, said B.C. Parks biologist 
Greg Jones. They were im­
ported from England in 1908 
and statistics on the species were 
researched in Europe.
Fallow deer are grazers, said 
Jones,, which attracted them to 
the meadows within the park. 
He presumed fallow deer should 
be about the size of black-tail 
species. Black-tail males 
average 120 pounds live weight, 
with f^ales: at 100 pounds. 
Shoulder height is 30-32 inches. .,
B.C.i.Pm'ks will,have up-tp-, 
date statistics for normal 
growth and health patterns of 
fallow deer in B.C. from this 
study, Jones said.
Sidney Island hosts no 
natural predators for the deer, 
resulting in over-population, he 
noted, adding the study will 
conclude whether deer are suf­
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18 Superb Quality townhomes designed with the "Active Retired 
Person” in mind, who requires quality, convenience and security in 
a semi rural setting.
1«i:U52 210?. jrMlitL’daily IQiOOarn-IO'Oqpm
Construction work on 
renovations at Victoria Interna­
tional Airport has resumed 
despite the ongoing construc­
tion strike.
Armeco Construction has 
“tentatively” negotiated an in­
dependent interim agreement 
with the building trades union, 
said site superintendent Jim 
Prince.
Prince said no picketers 
showed up on Monday tnorning 
and work re.sunied as normal.
The homes all will have:
2 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, spacious 'kitchen with 
eating areas, large living rooms with fireplaces, enclos­
ed garages, private rear patios, plus much more. Half 
of the units will also have a den and a two car garage. 
The townhorne community will have a security 
perimeter fence and a controlled access gate and 
screened service R.V. parking. Trades Weicomo.
McLeod Young Weir
Prices range from $97,000 to $109,800. For a complete package 
with all details contact
Ron Kubek 
Block Bros





Vernon flirgcialci, C.A,, Clarkion Cordon 
lohn Gowant, B.A., McLerxl Young Weir 
Df. lohn Down, D,V,M,, McLeod Young Weir 
to be held In Sidney on the evening cvf
JUNE 18th, 1986 at the Emerald Isle Complex
Practical ways to save monoy, cut laves and manage your finances, 
S(>.iting Is lirnlied and by reservation only.
Phone: W..M3I
If you cannot altcnii the :‘.emin.ar, m.iil ihi:i coupon to 
receive your cornplitnenl.irv copy of
"TI IE .MONEY V/ORKSI lO!’"
656-5584
, Name: .  .................,,.
Addresii ,.  I'ostal Codin ... 
Phone No: Home; .,, — ,, Work; ,.
My Investment fvecutive hn... v,. 1.. ...... v,,.
McltHid Yoiinj» Weir (iiir'ie Actwiii. .S»i((Sai
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Carving pleases cosmonaut
With tears in her eyes, Rus­
sian cosmonaut Valentina 
Tereshkova recently accepted a 
miniature totem carved by John 
Elliott of Saanich.
The one-foot-high totem was 
commissioned as an e.xchange 
gift and presented by Moira 
Walker at a Voice of Women 
peace conference in Leningrad 
in May.
Walker, of Victoria, returned 
with a Russian wood carving for 
Elliott.
The totem took him a day to 
craft and he chose a thunder- 
bird and wolves symbolizing a 
pure mind and good clear vision 
of life.
Filliott is son of the late David 
Elliott, a well known local band 
elder. Many of his father’s tem­
perate ideas for Indian culture 
are created through his craft. 
“People are more open to 
receiving ideas expressed with 
art.”
A totem was chosen as a gift 
to the Russians because it 
reflects an important part of 
Peninsula history, said Walker.
Travelling to Russia on 
behalf of the Greater Victoria 
Disarmament Group, Walker 
admits to a few anxieties about 
travelling in the Soviet Union.
They were quickly allayed. 
Walker’s brief two-week en­
counter with Russians introduc­
ed her to a nation of w'arm, 
generous people, she says. 
Soviet women attending the 
peace conference expressed hor­
ror at the thought of war. 
Walker recalls. International 
guests were taken to a graveyard 
where one-half million people 
are buried — starvation victims 
of the 900-day seige of Len­
ingrad, dead men who had serv­
ed on the WWll front. One 
million died during the seige.
“I had a sense of how impor­
tant war is to them,” Walker 
said recalling tearful old women 
visiting the cemetery site. 
“Armed forces are a defensive 
force. . . they don’t train their 
men to hate,” she observed 
soldiers in Russia did not ap­
pear intimidating.
Tereshkova, was the first 
female cosmonaut in space. A 
peace proponent, she presented 
a lecture on the horrors of Star 
Wars, stating space technology 
could be used by Soviets and 
Americans in many positive 
wayf to benefit people.^- ' '
Walker travelled freely ' to 
iVloscow and stayed with a 
“typical” Russian family. The 
wife, a music teacher, conveyed 
dissatisfaction with the size of 
her home and asked Walker if 
she had comparable room to a 
family dwelling in Canada. She 
expressed shock that Walker 
had two university degrees and 
was unemployed. Walker said 
the woman invited her to live in 
Rtissia where there were plenty 
of jobs, and where she was 
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SOVIET GIFT. Moira Walker presents Saanich artisan John 
Elliott with a small carved wood castle in return for the foot- 




656-5544 FAST PROFESSIONAL SERVICE 
SERVING THE PENiNSULA FOR OVER 12 YEARS
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HRRUEST FOODS
7S55 EAST SAANICH ROAD
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
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The proposed Sidney 
Angler’s boat ramp al Tulisia 
F*ark has provoked the ire of 
.some nearby rusidcfits.
A group of locals feel lire 
ramp is an improper use of the 
public park. They’re worried 
about appearance, traffic con- 
gesiion and safety of children in 
the park’s playground. * ’
“They’re taking valuublc 
park spiiee away from petiple,” 
said nearby resideni Hill Symes. 
“There may be a day when peo­
ple want lo go swimming there. 
And it certainly won’t be a 
benefit to lire park as fttr as 
beamy is concerned,’’
But Anglers spokesman l:d 
Dougherty said tlte ramp Will he 
fenced off from tlte playground 
and traffic cotigesiion will he 
minimal,
The ramp, which the anglers 
originally itoped would be open 
by July I, is still awaiting the 
approval of a mmiber of 
govcrnmeni agencies and may 
or may not open tltis 'aiirmter,
Area I e s i d e n I !•’ r a n k 
Wrighi.son is circulming a peti- 
lioii against the ramp and a 
groitp of locals rnet last 
Wednesday niglu to discuss the 
issue. ^ ,
TTie club pimi lo build a 
ramp, lloais mid breakwater m 
the park siic off Lochside, 
Diive, and clnirge boaiers $J for 
u.‘ie. T wo dollars of each levy 
would go to the park, cents 
to iheTown and SO cents to the 
club.
Sidney coimcil approved the 
plan earlier this year.
|-|^y
.....100g
__________ _ CANADA GRADE ‘A’ "o
SMOKED PICNICS f|Q0 CROSS RIB ROAST iSS
WhniA nr fihnnir Pnrtion.......  BONELESS Groat for B.B.Q. 0 lb.
CUT FROM CANADA GRADE ’A’ BEEF
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oz. New York Steak & Prawns
®9.95
2359 BEACON AVE. For reservations 656-
Outreach opens for summer
4115
Saanich Peninsula high 
school students should have bet­
ter luck job-hunting this sum­
mer because many area post­
secondary students are taking 
Expo-related jobs in Van­
couver.
That’s the belief of Suzanne 
Girard, this summer’s co­
ordinator of the Sidney 
Outreach Program.
The program, run by the 
Canada Employment Centre for 
Students, kicked off its second
summer in the area last week. 
During the summer of 1985, the 
service found 150 job 
placements for local students, 
says Girard.
She encourages Saanich 
Peninsula students, both high 
school and post-secondary, to 
register as soon as possible at 
the Peninsula Employment Pro­
ject offices on Third Street.
Girard is also boosting the 
■ idea of students as employees to 
local businesses and residents.
She believes students make 
great employees. “They’re fresh 
in the work force so that makes 
them eager and enthusiastic. 
And they’re really great at 
replacing vacation staff or to 
take on during the extra-busy 
summer weeks because they’re 
only looking for temporary 
summer jobs,’’ says Girard. 
“They’re also usually available 
on short notice.’’
Girard adds that students 
often have specialized or
PHMmmmiE
Prices Effective 
June 12th to 14th
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technical training which may be 
just what an employer is after, 
and their desire to gain career- 
related experience is an added 
source of enthusiasm.
But she is interested in hear­
ing not only from local 
businesses, but also local 
residents who need a lawn mow­
ed or a porch mended, noting 
the centre has many names of 
students interested in casual 
work on a dailv or weekly basis.
But, she says, “A lot of times 
when I sit down with students 
and go over all the things 
they’ve done, they don’t realize 
all the assets they have.
She spends much of her time 
in “creative job-training’’ with 
students, teaching them how to 
prepare resumes, approach 
employers, and handle inter­
views.
Two-thirds of last year’s 
registrants were high school 
students, and Girard registers 
students as young as 15. The 
Peninsula is a prime location 
for student job-hunting, she 
says, because of the amount of 
seasonal tourism or agricultural, 
work. The program covers the 
entire Saanich Peninsula past 
Elk Lake and even includes 
some jobs in the Gulf Islands.
However, the Outreach office 
will only be open for six weeks 
in Sidney so Girard urges local 
students to contact her soon. 
Jobs are currently available in 
retail sales, tourism and 
restaurant work, and casual 
outdoor labor, among other 
fields.
Employers interested in hir­
ing a student or students in­
terested in registering can con­




David Lillingston and his 
family will not have to get water 
from their neighbor’s hose for 
much longer.
North Saanich council passed 
his request to construct a water- 
main along his property on 
Cromar Road.
Lillingston said they have us­
ed water from a neighbor’s out­
side tap since their pump broke 
down about two months ago.
Each of the four owners 
along the 76-meter road fron­




Saanich Peninsula is a music 
inecea — indicated by the 
number of participants in slu- 
dcni recitals held in Brentwood 
Bay May 25.
More than 100 piano, organ, 
guitar and voice students of 
Lanii Copeland School of 
Music took part in two recitals 
that day, .said Carrie Dujela, 
director of the Brentwood 
mu.sic schooL
Students range in age from 
three to 85. said teacher Dale 
Hurnphrcy.s. “It’s incredible 
wlien 1 come in and have to pick 
them up and put them on the 
piano bcncli, When 1 hear them 
play one year later, they play as 
well as anv six- 01 seven-year- 
■old." " ^
In addition to performing, 
students who had taken ilteir 
Associated Music 'Teaclters ev- 
aminaiions were presenictl with 
certificate,s and diplomas.
Awards of merit were 
presented to l„C, VVriglit. Alan 
Haylis, Arlene Bo,v., Gary 
AVebb, tarry and Michelle 
LeBoeuf, .lamc.s Musgrove, 
Pltillip Sumi.son. Joan Beil, 
Sandy Clemcrits, Dorothy 
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Lynit saifs goodby® f© Greeitglade
“1 was one of those kids 
who always played school.”
Now Lynn Traunweiser is 
moving on after 10 years as 
principal of Greenglade 
Elementary.
Lynn’s contribution to 
Greenglade’s history was 
acknowledged recently in a 
surprise moment at the 
school’s tenth anniversary 
celebrations.
She was stunned when 
presented with a special gift — 
a rug woven with small pieces 
of cloth that each student in 
the school had covertly 
brought from home.
It was a sad moment for 
dozens of students, teachers 
and parents who said goodbye 
to Lynn’s years as principal, 
but a proud one as they 
reflected on the school’s 10- 
year success story.
Originally a four-teacher 
annex to accommodate an 
overflow from Sidney Elemen­
tary, some nearby residents 
are still unaware of the little 
school off Weiler Avenue near 
Victoria International Air­
port. “We’re kind of tucked 
away,” says Lynn.
The plan to have the school 
completely open, without 
walls, provoked some parental 
anxieties. But in later years, 
close involvement of parents 
proved a key to the school’s 
excellence, she notes.
Sixty to 70 families are in-
they’re free to make noise.”
Greenglade’s first head 
teacher, Lynn directed the 
school for nine of its first 10
years: “I’ve had nine fantastic
LEAVING BEHIND a decade of memories, departing 
Greenglades principal Lynn Traunweiser talks about 




volved, with parents 
publishing the school newslet­
ter, watching kids on breaks, 
stacking books in the library, 
and the like.
And the school has an open 
door policy — literally. Not 
only can parents drop in and 
sit in on classes, but none of
the classrooms have doors.
The concept, explains Lynn, 
■ is that the school is a com­
munity, not just segregated 
classrooms. “Visitors can’t get 
over how quiet it is. The 
children get the idea that just 
because they’re out of the 
classroom doesn’t mean
years at Greenglade. You real­
ly feel close to the parents 
here.”
Lynn says the toughest thing 
she’s found on the job is 
“There’s not enough time to 
do everything. I want to be a 
teaching principal.
“I like contact with the 
kids. It keeps you going.”
She met her husband Al, 
now principal of Royal Oak 
Middle School, when they 
were both teaching at Cordova 
Bay Elementary, and though 
often caught working late at 
school, she likes to spend her 
relaxation hours on the family 
boat.
Moving on to a new job as 
principal of Lochside Elemen­
tary, she says “I have some 
sorry thoughts about leaving 
. . . but I look forward to the 
challenge.”
Many parents looking back 
on a long association with 
Lynn were in tears at the sur­
prise gift-giving, but the 
popular principal Was 
characteristically modest. She 
said she was very touched, but 
adds “I felt bad because the 
concert was the kids’ night and 
it turned into mine.”




Are your sails 
set for 
Summer
Let us trim your craft.
Ship-shape prices for carpet and 
upholstery cleaning.
Special deals for Sidney Sailors.
Just dial 656-5943 for a free estimate.
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VILLAGE 6ANDY
The Sweetest Candy Shop on the Peninsula
7102 W. Saanich Rd. Brentwood Bay 652-1833
SPH long-term residents 
thrilled by world's folr M®1®D Y® E® A® R
Six extended care patients 
from Saanich Peninsula 
Hospital were exposed to Expo 
Junes.
Six elderly SPH residents, 
Alice Willis, 78; Grace Semple, 
73; Lois England, 86; Katherine 
Kirby, 87; Babe McGrath, 75; 
and Mona Montgomery, 83 said 
they really enjoyed their trip to 
the world’s fair.
Volunteer co-ordinator Jan 
James said the $300 for tickets 
and travel expenses was provid­
ed by a public donation to. .the 
extended care facility.
The group visited the On­
tario, Japanese, Sri Lankan and 
East Caribbean Stales 
pavilions. Expo centre and were 
entertained by various shows 
and demonstrations.
They did not see the British 
Columbia pavilion, said James, 
because special privileges for 
disabled people require at least 
one day’s notice.
James said the group was told 
they had to wait in a two-hour
line-up to see both the B.C. 
pavilion and B.C. Plaza, so they 
didn’t .see either. A B.C. 
pavilion spokesman said han­
dicap entrances are available 
but disabled people must wait in 
line unless pavilion staff are 
notified in advance.
Other pavilions, especially 
the Japanese and Ontario, went
out of their way to make the 
group comfortable, showing 
them to the front of the lineup, 
James said.
AJost of the SPH residents 
had not been off the Island for 
the past 18 months, the co­
ordinator said, adding that the 




7 DAYS A WEEK
AT BOTH STORES DOWNTOWNIn




THURS-SAT 11 AM-12:00 PM 
SUNDAY 11AM-11:00PM








Natural lacquer four piece wicker






Comtemporary styled entertainment 
unit. Features pull-out shelf, glass 
door and plenty of storage. Measures 
50” width X 18” depth x 50” high.





Tourist sighls and Central 
Saanich businc.s.sc;. will .sooji be 
easier to find.
Green and white* finger-signs 
are part of a program to 
CKtablisb unified and colicrcni 
signage though oni ihe 
niunicipaliiy. The program was 
initiated by ihe Ceiiiral .Saanich 
Busincs.s Association.
CSBA director Cory Porter 
said signage to promote local 
sighls and bii.sine.sses should in­
spire people to e,sploi‘c and 
patroni;!e the area. He noted 
travelling and shopping in Cen­
tral Saanich can be confusing 
because of the wide-spread area 
and maze of winding roads.
Directional sjigns will be five 
by 30 inches in size, posted on a 
pole pointing to the aiiraciion.
Application fora sign can be 
made at Centra) Saanich 
Municipal Hall. The cost is $.55 
per sign on an existing post or a 
$100 package that includes a 
post and installation. The 
municipality donated 20 posts 
currently in place.
GUARANTEED QUALITY WORK BACKED 
WITH 40 YEARS OF EXPERIENCE!
• DRIVEWAYS • PLAY AREAS • TENNIS COURTS
• LINE PAINTING • CRACK FILLING • PATCHING
• JET SEALING • RE-SURFACING
ISLAND ASPHALT LTD. 652-9211
. . . FREE ESTIMATES . . . (24 HRS) 
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cul from 32% Loadod Auslrlan crystal A assomblod 
by akillod Canadian Craflsmonl 
Bring liisling onjoymont 
104-250B Baacon Ave. Y-p-n
^(Jjfidmsrk Bldg. GQ6-4134
It feels every bit as 
good as It looks! 4 

















6S5S TRUDEAU TERRACE 
BRENTWOOD 8AV, B.C.
YOU RECEIVE YOUR
FIRST HOUR “FREE PARKING'





YOU COULD W)W 200 SHOPPING 
DOLLARS TO SPEND AS YOU 
PLEASE AT STANDARD. DEPOSIT 
THIS ENTRY FORM AT STANDARD 
FURNITURE DOWNTOWN OR THE 
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JOB THREATENED 
A Central Saanich municipal 
equipment operator threatened 
with suspension or job loss if he 
can’t drive, recieved the 
minimum six-month driving 
suspension after his second im­
paired conviction June 5.
Michael Lane pleaded guilty 
to the charge in Sidney provin­
cial court, while defence counsel 
Bryan Scott-Moncrieff told the 
court Lane needed his job to 
make S350 a month child 
maintenance payments.
Scott-Moncrieff said Lane’s 
supervisor warned the accused 
he’d have no job without a 
licence. The lawyer said he had 
approached Central Saanich 
Mayor Ron Cullis, however, to
suggest a “more enlightened 
policy.” Cullis replied he 
would look into the matter, the 
defence counsel said.
Lane, 37, was also fined $600 
as a result of an Oct. 17 incident 
in which he scored breathalyzer 
readings of .17 and .18 after his 
truck was pulled over on 
Beacon Avenue.
Scott Moncrieff said Lane, 
previously convicted of im­
paired driving in 1978, is cur­
rently trying to enter the 
residential treatment program 




The theft of a Volkswagen 
van from a driveway in the Tan­
ner Road area June 5 is the 
latest of a swelling number of 
auto thefts and break-ins in 
Central Saanich during recent 
weeks.
Central Saanich Police Chief 
Bob Miles said thieves ap­
parently used a spare key in the 
van’s ashtray, resembling recent 
thefts when the perpetrators us­
ed keys found in vehicles.
Unlike other recent incidents, 
however, the vehicle has not yet 
been recovered.
FINED
Five draft beer were too many 
for a local woman w’ho pleaded 
guilty to impaired driving in 
Sidney provincial court June 5.
Catherine Gamble received 
the minimum statutory 
sentence, a $300 fine and a six- 
month driving prohibition, 
after the April 6 incident when 
she was stopped by Sidney 
RCMP on the way home from 
Images Cabaret.
^NO JACKETS
Two local boat owners plead­
ed guilty to charges of being at 
sea without providing a life­
jacket for each passenger in 
their crafts. Barry Jenner and 
Kim Olson were each fined $25.
Convicted impaired ^ drivers 
face a driving suspension of at 
least 12 months — double the 
existing suspension period — 
under a^: bill introduced by 
Highways Minister Alex Fraser.
'‘‘Lengthy prohibitions from 
driving are probably the best 
deterrent to drinking and driv­
ing,” said the minister. ‘‘Not 
only will they make drinkers 
think again about driving but 
also protect the the public from 
convicted drinking drivers for 













SUPER FRESH! SUPER GOOD! 
HOMEMADE FISH & CHIPS
at
Mega Munchies
» Chicken & Chips • Hamburgers • Ice Cream 
at Mount Nowton X Rd. off Pat Bay Hwy. 
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Stelly’s Secondary 1986 grad The grad banquet was a suc- 
class will hold graduation cess, with staff and students 
ceremonies June 20 to a recalling some embarrassing 
Hollywood theme. moments.
After-grad is scheduled at the ' But, it’s not all over yet. Final 
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CAROL THOMAS 
Pharmaclst-Managsr
Get it at Ihe Pharma4ave Price.,
COMPLETE PRESCRIPTION SERVICE
• COMPLETE PATIENT PROFILE
* DRUG INTERACTION CHECK
* PATIENT INFORMATION DATA




A dozen horses stand cross-tied in open stalls watching 
their colleagues on the track.
Thick, slimy, grey mud is sloughed away to gradually 
reveal varying shades of light and dark bay coats. Some have 
stars on their faces, or blazes. Others, it turns out, have white 
socks and another’s true color really is grey.
The grooms are very efficient. They might have several 
trotters and pacers to prepare over the course of one race day. 
Men and women slog about the paddock walking horses, 
washing horses, drying and bandaging them.
Whips smack on harness like a round of 22-calibre rifles as 
a field of sulkies race to the finish. Equine heads lift, ears 
alert to the sound. They wait. .
Their stablemates return shortly driven by cussing, growl­
ing drivers, to be delivered into the hands of the ready and ef­
ficient grooms. The horses whuffie greetings to each other.
Tensions calmed, drivers laugh, still cussing, over a cup of 
coffee. Nobody notices the rain. Their racing silks, this morn­
ing bright blues,, pinks and golds are barely discernabie and 
track muck coats their faces.
Back at the barns, down the aging aisles, placid standard- 
breds peer out over chewed and nubbled doorways. Sulkies 
hustle past drawn by jogging grooms — little rick-shaws. 
They are parked up-ended in the shelter of soggy firs. A far­
rier shaves sprinkles of hoof in preparation for a new shoe. A 
girls sponges suds on another well-bred charge.
The tinny “Boots and Saddles” call of a hunting horn 
wafts artificially from a public announcing system. Another 
race will start in 10 minutes.
Photos ond Story
% ■ ; . V /:
THE BEST ODDS aro clolormlnod with concentroBon. ,. 
and.lucki'/.'
LATERAL LEG ACTION la found in pacora, whilo trottors 
mbvo thoir logo in dlayonni pairs.
GO! GO! GO! clamour race fans as sulkios apood noso to 
nose to the finish.''
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PAYLESS GAS .r.
FAMILY OWNED AND OPERATED 
SERVING VANCOUVER ISLAND





Md@, shoot; swim ond ryo 
In Pony Club fetrothciloii
Riding, shooting, swimming 
and running make a 
tetraihalon. Throw in the 






1970 VOLKSWAGEN BEETLE 4 speed. 
White in color. Nice clean condition 
........................... M995
1980 PONTIAC PHOENIX 2 door 
Sedan. Automatic, 4 cyl. One owner
.................................... ......M9S5
1973 liSERCURY GRAND MARQUIS 4 
door Luxury Sedan. All power options in­
cluding air conditioning. Lovely condition 
.....................  ..=3895
1981 FORD MUSTANG 2 door Hat­
chback with T-bar roof. 4 speed with^
overdrive....... ...................... ;®5995
1979 PLYMOUTH VOLARE PREMIER 
2 door Coupe. Slant 6 automatic. White
on White. Asking..........  '2995
1977 DODGE ASPEN 4 door Station- 
wagon. One.owner. Slant 6 automatic. 
Clean condition....................   '2995
WE ALSO BUY GOOD 
QUALITY USED AUTOMOBILES 
• TRADES WELCOME • BANK FINANCING 
O.A.C. • CONSIGNSENTCARS WELCOME
656-8866
ALSO ■
: • Homeof ■ ‘ 
“ADARENT-A-USEDCAR”
For the Peninsula
: - ^ RBt®B'irofn^6*'A Day ■ ■
; 656-6353 ;
2360 Beacon Ave. ' Dealer 7614
Forty-eight competitors will 
be attending the B.C. Regional
Teirathalon finals in Sidney 
June 14-15. The top two junior 
and two senior athletes will 
head for the nationals from this 
event.
The sport is primarily a Pony 
Club event, which has proven 
very successful grounding for 
B.C. pentathaletes on their way 
to the national level.
“It’s more of a festival than 
heavy competition,” says 
tetrathalon co-ordinator Gil 
Soellner, “Kids share equip­
ment and cheer each other on.”
Saturday competition starts 
at 9 a.m. at Sanscha Hall with 
air pistol shooting. To en­
courage adult participation, a 
demonstration fencing competi­
tion for masters division is also 
on the agenda. At 11 a;m., 
masters will show their metal 
trap-shooting at Cleo 
Matheson’s farm in North 
Saanich.
With shooting behind them 
tretrathaletes will carry on to 
Panorama Leisure Centre where 
swimming competition starts at
1 p.m. Mid-afternoon everyone 
will return to the farm to walk 
the riding and running courses 
then chow down at a barbeque.^
Sunday morning begins with 
the cross-country riding phase. 
Riders will switch from 
shooting to equestrian skills to 
negotiate a galloping course 
that includes about 20 natural 
jump obstacles. Depending on 
the division, jumps have a max­
imum height of 3.5 feet.
By 2 p.m., riders change 
boots for sneakers and take on a 
long-distance running course. 
For senior boys the maximum 
distance is 3,000 metres in 
tetrathalon events.
Tetrathalon events need a lot 
of parental support, Soellner 
says. The local Pony Club in­
troduces masters level competi­
tion for fun and novelty. Rules 
are modified and participation 
encouraged.
B.C. pentathaletes, who in­
clude Soellner’s 17-year-old son 
Ian, stood up and were counted 
before fellow Canadians as 
some of the best in the country 
at the Challenge Cup in Ottawa. 
Ian finished as top junior, and 




504 sq. in. eoolcing 
surface
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^ dual up front controls 




siesl cart with 2 sida 
•halves
7^08 Discovery SIT ’ »
(Across front Capital Iron, Victoria)
MY BABY!
Professionally Done 
By the Experts.. .!!!
Wash Wax and 
Vacuum
TUNE-UP SPECIAL




SLIDING INTO BASE in Little League action.
Break out the bats and balls 
>fOf Sidney Days Mixed 
Slowpitch Tournament June 28 
to July J.
'"''The 24-team invitational 
tourney is accepting entries until 
June 11, and if interest dictates, 
the event could round out to 26 
teams, said co-ordinator Roy 
Walker.
Up to $2,000 in prize money, 
derived from entries and a town 
of Sidney sponsorship, goes to 
the top six teams. Tourney 
champs will be rewarded with 
$625 for their four-day effort.
Paid umpires will officiate 
and diamonds are at Sanscha, 
Brethour and Iroquois Parks, 
with Panorama Leisure Centre
ART BOLSTER & SONS LTD.
“PROUDLY SERVING THE SAANICH PENINSULA SINCE 1947”






7088 W. Saanich Rd.\|
CORNER OF VMLLACE DRIVE, 
BRENTWOOD BAY
(Jhfvmn. j H { YmirTciwn
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a pos.sible alternate location.
Walken.said if the 1986 mixed 
slowpitch event is successful, it 
might double to 48 teams in 
.1987..
Rules comply with Sidney 
Association Mixed .Slowpitch 
regulations.
The ball must be pitched in an 
arc of not higher than 12 feet 
and no lower than six feet.
All teams must be in uniform 
and carry a maximum of 18 
players on roster. Metal cleats 
on footwear are not permitted.
Slowpitch begins bright and 
early Saturday and Sunday 
mornings at 8 a.m. Two evening 
games are slated for June 30 
and finals will complete at 3 
p.m. July 1.
In good old lourney tradi­
tion, a dance Saturday night 
with music by Grant’s Rockets 
should keep players hopping on 
the diamonds and off.
Entry fee is $125 and can be 
forwarded to Penin.sula 
Celebrations Society, Roy 
VV' a I k c' r, 804 7 L a r k vale, 
Saanichton, B.C., VOS IMO. 
All teams must have insurance 
coverage.
Hwmaiiiiiuniw
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«R»mnva pan ami drain fluid 
•ChMk (sovornor, hands, linhaon 
•Chnclt rnndiilnior vulva 
•Haptiica Ullur 
•Indian now pan otiaRai 











2485 Beacon Ave., Sidney. B.C, 
6564393
JOIN US in our Store 
on June 14/86 
9 a.m.-4 p.m. 
a demonstration on 
how to be a successful 
'bait fisherman. To^n 
;;<J;Da^is will also show 
the NEW Rhys Davis
All
assembled ■; .leasers, 
this date only $1.75.
Anchovy Special
VFISH TUBS M.49 
•'fllLETKNIVES*35-«
• CRAB TRAPS 2 J5
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SAFE OR SORRY: umps have to think fast to call the play in 
Central Saanich Little League senior girl’s division softball.
44 tee off
LACROSSE
Lacrosse tykes had a busy schedule last week with Penin­
sula hosting Saanich II, ending in a 10-10 tie. Pitted against 
Nanaimo for two games. Peninsula couldn’t quite pull it 
together and went down 11-3 and 13-8. Notable local tykes 
were Ben Williams, Jordie Sundher, Mark Kosick, Jaz Foley 
and Brian Sampson.
MERCHANTS
Sidney Merchants fastball met with Victoria Natives in 
their only regular league game last week, taking Natives 10-0.
They w'ere successful in the Marty Orton Memorial tourna­
ment over the weekend, placing fourth of 12 teams. The 
charity tourney usually recoups S3,000 to $5,000 each year, 
said Merchants spokesman Wayne Carlow. This year pro­
ceeds will go to Queen Alexandra Hospital For Children.
Merchant first-baseman Mike Akam was chosen to the 
tourney all-star team. Wayne Carlow also went all-star plus 
netting the sportsmanship and top batter awards.
MIXED SOFTBALL
Sidney Hotel mixed softball team were loosened from their 
winning streak, now holding an overall 10-2 game record. The 
Coachman Inn put one loss against Sidney with a score of 14- 
7 on June 4.
On June 8, Sidney took on the Free Agents, asserting their 
dominance with a 32-4 win. Mike Miller batted five runs. 
Peter Termors had one home run in a five-run streak, with 
Terry Ross contributing one homer and three runs.
Next game is tonight at Sanscha diamond against the 
Titans.
Sidney Twirlers and Drum 
Corps are enjoying continued
success this year, says corps 
member Clem Tisserand.
The corps placed first in the 
twirling and decorated car divi­
sions of the Oak Bay parade
May 31.
“This has been a good year 
for us,’’ added 
Tisserand,“because we placed 
in the Nanaimo and Esquimau 
parades and are now' eagerly 




Forty-four women teed off 
for the four-day George Paulin 
Handicap golf tournament at 
Glen Meadows June 2.
The ladies played Monday 
through Friday taking a break 
Wednesday.
Muriel Love was in the 
medals with a net 68 on Mon­
day.
Qualifiers and losers went 
their separate ways Tuesday in 
match play when losers dropped
- If you want to hunt antlerless 
black-tailed deer on Vancouver 
Island this year, you have less 
than tw'o weeks to apply for 
Limited Entry Hunting 
Authorization.
A June 24 deadline w'as an­
nounced for protected species 
by -Environment Minister 
Austin Pelton.
The limited entry regulation 
makes certain species of animals 
available to hunters in limited 
numbers. This prevents 
overharvesting in areas which 
would suffer if general open 
season hunting was permitted, 
explains Geoff Warden, en­
vironment information officer.
More than 22,000 authoriza­
tions are available this year. In 
1985, 72,000 applicatiotis were 
received for 19,870 pennits.
Authorizaliotts cost S3 for 
cacli application card. Hunters 
are selected by computer oti :t 
random choice lottery basis, 
stressed Wa,rdcn.
Only Britislt C'olunibiitn 
residetits are eligible to apply 
for the auihori/.attoti which arc 
isstied free of chtirge, All ap­
plicants will be notified by mail.
Draw for autliorizaiions will 
take place oti or before Iitly 15.
a flight. After semi-final and 
final rounds at w'eek’s end, the 
results were as follows:
Betz Ard took the champion­
ship flight over Ruth Trelawny 
while the consolation w'ent to 
Betty Davis in play against Ber­
nice Wilson.
Marg Robertson defeated Ed­
na Hay in first flight and Kay 
Richman took second flight 
against Shirley Downes.
Third flight Gerry Baillie 
defeated Jean Horton and 
fourth went to Doreen Weaver 
over Pat Leahy. Bernie Davies 
defeated Pat Hanson in fifth 
flight, while Francis Mann top­
ped Connie Barker in sixth. 
Seventh flight went to Shirley 
Anderson against Doris Lind- 
say.; y :
Feme Atwell w'on the Nine- 
Hole Waddling Dog Trophy 
with runner-up going to Grace 
Anderson. - '














If your Business F*hoi)e Number Is new or has boon necentiy chang' 
ed, please call us and wo'il run il free of charge (or a period of throe 
months. This service llmifod lo the Rovlow'iii Trading area.
Company Name . Phone Nuinher
o»!.i Adam’s Machlrtlng................. ........................ .. .,(*52-6151
I. »(i B 4 M Consiruciion ..................... ..................... . 655-3160
CamfewBoats ....... ,.,,,,, 652-6151
rut Complete Moving SorvIcosUd. ...,,,552-5126 
u'H) Wtn. MIrchrilf, Podiatrist ,. .fiSMlII
(;»(.) Sandowtt Windows. 1.. 655-98fi3 
r- Tunes'NT««c ,.,.y,.,;,,.656-«81B'
i u) Ty's Greeting Cards4 Qllls , ...,....556-4316 
< :ui) Van tfecke Firewood .652-6063
DEALING ON A PERSONAL BASIS.
WE INSTALL ALL TYPES OF MODERN WAY






Your purchases are in good hands when 
delivery to your home is handled by Glen 
Ring, our transportation engineer. ^ ^ ^ ^
For over 4 years Glen has taken pride in 
delivering the best to you, our customer.
BEAUTY — QUAUTY — VALUE When else but...
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computing right away.
■ 128K, one drive 
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1^'Gi^FLY-
ALAN ST. CXAIR
1^ Rowing regatta 
set for June 28
Like many children of my 
generation — and probably 
even more of the present day 
— I was brought up on the 
time-honored notion that “all 
men are created equal.”
It had to be true, of course, 
because my elders (and bet­
ters) said so; yet it always 
bothered me. It wasn’t the use 
of the word “men” I found 
difficult; the young of that 
generation had learned to use 
context clues, and I knew in 
that setting, “men” included 
“women.” (If, however, I 
heard Mrs. X, our nextrdoor 
neighbor complain that all 
men were beasts, or animals, 
or the same, I realized at once 
this was the non-inclusive use 
of the word.) No, it was simp­
ly that the basic idea appeared 
to be contradicted by 
everything I saw or heard or 
read.
I knew, for example, I was 
far from equal to Bill, the 
local bully who could — and 
did — beat up every kid on the 
block; at the same time I 
realized that Bill, two years 
older than I, yet two grades 
below me in school, must have 
had his own share of ine­
qualities. When I watched 
people running races, or play­
ing soccer, or even trying to 
spell words or recite the 
multiplication tables, most of 
the time they didn’t look at all 
equal, and even when they did, 
it always turned out finally 
that one was better than the 
rest. Equal? It didn’t make 
sense.
Eventually I managed to 
persuade some knowledgeable 
adult to explain it was not so 
much the idea of absolute 
equality that was involved, as 
the concept of equality of op­
portunity. This wasn’t much 
better. I almost found myself 
i heretically doubting the scared 
linking of age and wisdom. In 
those depression days I 
remember kids who came to 
school in mid-winter with bare 
feet for lack of shoes or socks, 
and others who, if they got wet 
one day, had to stay home the 
next day while their clothes 
dried out. How, I wondered, 
could anyone maintain that 
those who lacked the basic 
necessities, or physical
strength, or intelligence, or 
any of the thousands of at­
tributes of a good life, had the 
same opportunities as those 
who had them in plenty?
It seemed to me then, and it 
still does, that the old cliche 
has really no practical applica­
tion or value in real life, and to 
believe it has, can do more 
harm than good since it so 
easily leads to the dangerous 
belief that all people should be 
treated as if they were really 
equal.
In the days of corporal 
punishment I once had to ad­
minister six of what, curiously 
-enough, we called “the best” 
to each of two delinquents. 
One of them was quivering in 
fearful anticipation, and was 
already in tears at the pro­
spect; the other, a regular of­
fender who spent his spare 
time rubbing his hands against 
the stone wails of the school to 
produce calluses, and thus 
desensitize them to the effects 
of the “tawse,” was standing 
contentedly with his hands 
stretched out in front of him. 
A beatific smile on his face 
showed his contempt for the 
punishment, the punisher, the 
school system, and the world 
at large. The offence has been 
the same; should the punish­
ment be the same? Only, sure­
ly, if the two boys were regard­
ed as equal — which, 
manifestly, they were not.
The same thought must oc­
cur to judges imposing 
sentences on, for example, our 
regular crop of drunk drivers. 
To one such driver, a fine of 
$1,0CX) may represent a major 
family calamity; to another it 
may be no more than the in­
convenience of writing a che­
que, or perhaps the annoyance 
of having to postpone the 
Caribbean cruise a week or 
two. If however, the judge, 
knowing this, fined one $50b, 
and the other S5,(XX), how 
many indignant citizens would 
write to the editor the next day 
to protest against this 
monstrous misuse of judiciary 
powers?’We often hear com­
plaints that we seem to have 
one law for the rich and 
another for the poor; perhaps 
the real problem is that we 
don’t.
Sidney Rowing Club offers, 
something for everyone at the 
annual regatta set for Sidney 
Days opening June 28, says 
organizer Paul Gartside.
The main event is the four- 
mile classic race set for noon. 
Last year, 35 shells participated 
in the race said Gartside. After 
a six-year gap, the regatta was 
rejuvenated last year as an an­
nual event.
There are fun races before, 
and after the four-mile classic. 
Registration starts at 8 a.m. 
with the first race beginning at 
10:30 a.m..
For the classic race there are 
five classes of shells; unlimited 
— more than one rower or more 
than an 18-fool shell; 18-fooi 
shell with or without outriggers; 
and shells up to 12 feet and 10 
feet in length.
“The emphasis is more on 
recreational rowing than on 
competitive shells but the classic 
race is pretty competitive,” said 
Gartside.
“People get quite keen on 
this race,” he added. “They
have boats specially built for the 
race.”
The race starts in front of 
Sidney Hotel, which sponsors 
the regatta. The route goes past 
Kinsmen Park then back in 
front of the hotel and out to 
Roberts Bay.
John Newman, 80, is again 
entering the four-mile classic 
this year. Gartside said the en­
thusiastic senior usually wins 
although he did not compete 
last year because weather condi­
tions were too bad. Three boats 
sunk last year, says Gartside.
Winners of the various races 
will be awarded trophies, kept 
in Sidney Hotel.
Other fun events include a 
pram dinghy race, children’s 
under 12 and 15, novelty sprint, 
sculling race and tillers relay.
Red Oak, Teak, Honduras, Mahogany, etc. — all kilnj 
dried in the rough or thickness planed.
PRICES YOU CAN AFFORD


















MARKET EVALUATION - Call John or Peter
Peter Small
656-0524





Mail or Bring in to Block Bros. Realty, 2449 Beacon Avenue.
I! your property Is currantly listed witfi a Broker, please dlsrepard this otter. It is not our Intention to solicit the ot- 
I terlngs o! other Realtors, we are happy to work with them and conparate tully. -







BULOVA - SEIKO - PULSAR WATCHES 
PEN & PENCIL SETS
SIGNET & BIRTHSTONE RINGS, ST. CHRISTOPHERS, 
CHARM BRACELETS, GRADUATION CHARMS 
SPEIDEL IDENTIFICATION BRACELETS 
10 KT& 14 KT CHAINS
20% Off
“The Perfect Grad Gifts”
Christine Laurent
Sidney^smost fashionable jewellery stor€*\





Let him ease into the soft reiaxing 
comfort of a luxurious LA-Z-EiOY 
recilner. We have many styles and 
fabric colors availahlei
a!
BEAUTY^ QVAUTY-- VALUE Wh&mm& but.,.
251tS B€Iicoii Avenue, Sidney, MON.-SAT. d AM to 6 PM





Owner Wilf Dorman gives personal attention to all orders 
9570 Northlawn Terrace, Sidney, B.C. 







Time to come down to mundane earth, I guess. I get carried 
away when recalling East Africa and the incredible numbers 
and variety of wild animals and birds which Mary and 1 saw 
there. Well over a thousand species of birds in Kenya alone; 
millions of antelope, zebra and wildebeest on the Serengeti 
Plains: over two million flamingos on Lake Nakuru at one 
time! .See, I’ve started again! It’s time that someone flipped 
the switch.
Local information cascades in from many directions. 
Mayor Norma Sealey has been observing two dozen hand- 
.sorne cedar waxwings in her back yard. She recognized them 
by their jaunty crests, the bright red wax-like extensions on 
the tips of the secondary wing feathers and the conspicuous 
yellow band at the end of the tail. Julie Del .Monte, Thomson 
Place, has had her colorful western tanagers back again, as 
well as a dashing merlin (pigeon hawk) which has been 
energetically chasing her jays. Edo Nyland, Dean Park 
Estates, reports an increase in the population of rufous hum­
mingbirds at his feeders as well as a note to the effect that the 
males tend to disappear once the females are on eggs.
James Fisher, Lands End Road, has a brown creeper’s nest 
in his back yard. The nests of these birds are exceedingly dif­
ficult to find; I have found but a very few over the past 50 
years. The only nests of this interesting small brown, curve­
billed bird that I have seen have all been built under loose 
bark draping down the trunk of an old tree. Careful observers 
will sometimes see these inconspicuous fellows working their 
way vertically up the trunks of trees as they hunt for insects of 
various kinds. Ruthatches, on the other hand tend towork 
their way down such boles, travelling head-first, upside 
down.
Dr. Max Robinson, Lochside, has a beautiful nest of a 
bushtit in a Ceanothus shrub in his front yard. The nest of 
this very diminutive species is a delictely woven, 8-10 inch 
bag-like affair with a very small entrance, circular in shape, 
on the side near the top. The nest itself is somewhat reminis­
cent of that of the Baltimore oriole, or northern oriole, but 
dark in color because of the materials which have been in­
corporated. It is unbelievably sheer, almost diaphanous. 
Tony and Anne Emery have a striking yellow black and white 
male evening grosebeak at their feeder on Lands End Road. 
These brightly colored birds tend to flock a good deal once 
the breeding season is over.
A lady, I didn’t get her name, phoned from, her residence 
on Mt. Newton Crossroad saying she has been serenaded all 
night long by a very small owl. Its single, unvarying note has a 
sort of bell-iike quality and is repeated at very short intervals 
again and again and again. This is the little saw-whet owl, 
about eight inches tall without ear tufts. The forehead is 
streaked. Saw-whets nest in abandoned woodpecker cavities.
And our robins have brought off their second brood, a 
rufous hummingbird is caring for her tiny, bee-like pair of 
chicks in a nest in a rosebush at the back door, two pairs of 
house finches, rosy with streaked sides, are nesting in the 
hedge out front. A pair of graceful violet-green swallows have 
taken over the nesting box above the car port, hawking for 
flying insects throughout most of the day.
On moving a pile of firewood, 1 came across adult garter 
snakes, half-grown garter snakes and very young ones about 
six inches long. Here, they must bear offspring over a very 
prolonged season, unlike their counterparts on ‘’the prairies” 
which give birth in late summer or early autumn.
Finally, Reg Davis, Canoe Cove, reports a flock of 20 great 
blue herons feeding on the mudflats near the ferry terminal 
and cavorting in the trees nearby.














Irockshoes ieowes ¥olyrit@er§ ’high'
Something about Operation 
Trackshoes volunteering keeps 
bringing Ken Pedlow back every 
'year.':
Pedlow initially had his arm 
twisted by a friend to be a day 
counsellor at the weekend-long 
annual sports festival for the
mentally-handicapped. But he 
came away from his first ex­
perience at ‘ ‘OT’ ’ as he says, 
“on a high.”
This Friday to Sunday, the 
30-year-old North Saanich man 
is looking forward to volunteer­
ing at Trackshoes for the fourth
GILLIAN LEY
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776 CLOVEROALE «* PH. 384-8066
time. He will meet with the 
special group of athletes Fridayt 
night, bunk down with them in 
UVic dormitories, and cheer 
them on throughout the 
iWeekend.:'',::,;
Why does he keep Vc^ 
back? Pedlow says he had little 
previous contact with the men­
tally handicapped before com- 
ingto“OT.”
“1 went in there perhaps feel­
ing sorry for them because of 
their limitations. But you come 
away thinking ‘why can’t 
everybody be as happy as those 
kid.s’?”
“There’s just a really good 
spirit among the competitors.”
Pedlow started as a day 
counsellor, supervising one 
event, and suggests this is one 
route for new volunteers. But he 
wanted more involvement, and 
so returned in 1984 as a full­
time counsellor. He says he 
learned a lot from working with 
Emanuel, a teenaged Portugese 
athlete attending the event for 
the first time.
“For most of the kids, it’s the 
most exciting event of the 
year,” he says. For Pedlow, 
however, the highlight i.s the 
Saturday night banquet and 
dance, when volunteers and 
competitors, strangers at the 
beginning of the weekend, cut 
loose W'ith their new friends in a 
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citing dance I’ve ever been to.”
Operation Trackshoes has 
been held at UVic for 16 years, 
ever since organizer Judith 
Armstrong first bluffed her way 
into W.A.G. Bennett’s office 
and persuade(3 him to give the 
initial funding to the event. It is 
often confused with Special 
blympicsi another trackmeet 
for mentally handicapped peo­
ple all over North America that 
held its first BC event in 1984.
Operation T racks hoes 
depends on volunteer support: 
Ken first came into contact with 
OT through a volunteer friend; 
this year he’s trying to persuade 
his fiancee to be a day 
counsellor.
But luckily, something just 
keeps bringing volunteers like 




Operation Trackshoes is 
dc.sperate for volimtcers 
thiti year.
T he weekend-long sports 
festival for lucntaliy han­
dicapped fveople will In; held 
for ,1 line 1.3* 1.5 at UVie’e 
CcMierniial Sladiutn. Tlve 
.'uinnal cvcnl is dependtml 
on volunteer connsellors 
who arc paired with athletes 
attending from aiound Ihe 
province.
Trackshoes spokesman 
David Nor man j, said 
organizers need at least 1(K) 
more volunteers to match 
the nniTiber of athletes ex­
pected.
Those interested in 
volunteeiing can contact 
the Operation Trackshoes 
offictrat .386-9233. J
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A WORLD TO “SEA” AT OUR DOCKSIDE.
Dockside — it’s a breath of sea air at the heart of the 
British Col umbia Pavilion: 3,000 square metres of “working" 
waterfront showcasing B.C.’s marine heritage and the ocean 
playground right outside our door.
IT’S A REAL WATERFRONT.
At Dockside, we’re celebrating our coastal lifestyles 
and industries with a full range of coastal exhibits, special 
entertainment, boat building and submarine displays.
HER!TAC«E VESSELS, SUB AQUATICS AND 
MORE! ,
The world’s first uxtrist submarine, the B,C. developed 
AT 1..ANT IS 11, is moori'd here .along with oilier examplesof 
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, to sh.,iie theit exjicriem cs and lall tales (torn n.C. coasia! history
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Central Saanich is in for a 
facelift.
In an effort to promote the 
area, Central Saanich Business 
Association is eyeing a local 
beautification project.
A questionnaire was cir­
culated to the organization’s 
membership to determine how 
the community could be im­
proved, said CSBA director 
Cory Porter. The survey shows 
more flowers and beautification 
in keeping with the rural 
lifestyle was needed.
“The eventual goal is to make 
people do more dn Central 
Saanich,’’ Porter said. In an at­
tractive business environment, 
he says, residents would feel en­
couraged do more shopping in 
Brentwood, Keating and other 
local areas.
Many 'V’ictevria residents 
travel through Central Saanich 
five or si.x times each year to 
buy farm produce, Porter
noted. Beautifying the local 
busine,ss core might encourage 
them to return more often.
Everyone is encouraged to 
participate and there is not a 
huge cash outlay involved, he 
said. Potted flowers or a few 
hanging baskets is an easy and 
ine,\pensive way to spruce up 
stores and businesses, he sug­
gested.
VBRENTWOOD OPTICALv(fb “CLIPTHIS COUPON FOR GREAT SAVINGS” A






ONE COUPON PER PAIR OF GLASSES 
ALL SALES FINAL
7103 WEST SAANICH ROAD
KIDS AND CANINES enjoyed the shallow waters and sun­
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Reg. 355 mL. Low Acid 295 mL
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IF YOU ARE A REVIEW SUBSCRiBER 
HEBEI'S HOW TO WIN:
Simply count fhe spelling errors In the advertisements 
below. Enter your count in the entry form below and bring or 
mall it to The Review, 9781-2nd St. Sidney, B.C. V8L 3C5. The 
first correct entry drawn the following fVlonday wall be award­
ed ^50. If the entry Is from a paid subscriber a bonus of ^1QQ. 
will be awarded.
MINI TO
NOW iN OUR EXPANDED FACiLITiES 
• TUNE UPS ® OVER HAULS 
• LARGE TRUCKS • FARM EQUIPMENT 
® CARS ®te. etc.
ISS22 OURACME RD. 652-1241
Just off Keating X Rd. at Veyaness ^
Place A Free Classified
Any single item selling for or less can be 
placed in Miscellaneous for sale Colum free 
of charge for a weak.





: S32 Verdi®? 652-2132
“Closa to ths Brentwood Ferry Dock”
“W. Atd
EQUIPMENT RENTALS & SALES 
;; Garden ^ '
Equipment l U /O Off Tuesdays
6777 Kirkpatrick Cfes. Keating Industrial Park 652-3808
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Oh whet G cHallenge, Oh what a time.
Purchase a meal and write us a rhyme.
Thare’a a dinner reward If we print what you write. 
You can now eat on Friday or Saturday night. 
That's in addition to Thun^ay night too,
And lunches and teas aro served daily for you.
S460 Old W®st Saanich Rd.
r* y ”5Tv Ski I a DCMTDI T “1
I 656-3325
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BAZAN BAYMURSERjES
FATHER’S DAY SPECIAL
BRING DAD IN FOR
10% OFF
Expiraa Juna 15th
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A woman lies unconcious on 
the sidewalk and 50 people look 
on, helplessly.
Larry Jackson, director of 
Victoria’s St. John Ambulance 
society and former provincial 
ambulance employee, has 
observed this typical scene on 
numberous occasions.
An accident is defined as an 
unplanned event, noted 
Jackson, and like an insurance 
policy, some first-aid training is 
a good back-up for everyone. 
People usually don’t think of 
accidents occurring in their 
homes, he noted. They have an 
“it can’t happen to me’’ at­
titude.
As St. John’s director, 
Jackson is responsible for co­
ordinating finances, training 
and administering first-aid ser­
vices. He has more than 12 
years in the first-aid field, serv­
ing as an industrial first-aid at­
tendant then a provincial am­
bulance employee before taking 
on his current director’s posi­
tion.
Jackson, a resident of North 
Saanich, co-ordinated last 
Saturday’s South Vancouver 
Island Zone First-Aid Competi­
tion. “But I have to stress it 
wasn’t possible without the 50 
volunteers involved.’’
Competition patients, judges, 
lock-up supervisors, food 
preparation, and odd jobs were 
fulfilled by volunteers. Many 
were involved in St. John’s 
courses in the past and some 
were exploring their first ven­
ture into first-aid.
Jackson plans the problems 
competition teams will face. 
Sites are changed each year and 
emergency scenarios arranged 
within the realm of the location.
This year, teams were judged 
at St. Andrew’s School on Pan­
dora Street. The scene; two peo­
ple collide on a trampolene. 
One suffers a spinal injury and 
the other a broken leg trapped 
in the side webs of the tram- 
poiene. Then, enter a heart- 
attack victim.
Another mock-up involved 
an electrical accident with three 
people injured by collapsed 
scaffolding.
‘‘Accidents can happen 
anywhere,’’ observed Jackson.
There were no Peninsula 
teams entered in this year’s 
competition. But Jackson plans 
to recruit a first-aid team from 
the Sidney area for 1987. He 
stressed, people don’t need to 
be profe.ssionals to get involved.
Team captains have first-aid 
training, he explained and can 
direct others in an emergency 
scenario. And, most teams 
have-a coach with competition 
experience.
Jackson is looking for four or 
five people ready to make a 
commitment by January or
LARRY JACKSON
February, 1987 and he will start 
by canvassing local businesses. 
“It’s good publicity.’’
Enthusiasm is number one 
criteria for participating in first- 
aid . activities, noted Jackson. 
“Don’t get in over your head 
and undertake an involved 
course. There are various levels 
of courses, he added. “The ob­
jectives never change just the 
kind of equipment used.’’
Teams who win the provincial 
competition travel to Britain for 
international first-aid trials. 
Worker’s Compensation Board 
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Phone Clive Tanner
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1JI Mm » Rovtew Bubutcrlber
This won’t apply to everyone, but to those of you who may 
be building or are buying a newly built home, it may be in­
teresting to know that you can quite safely plant small trees 
and shrubs during the summer months providing you are will­
ing to keep them watered both regularly and deeply at least 
twice a week. Shrubs and trees presently in pots will have all 
their roots intact. Those that are “B and B’’ (meaning “ball­
ed and burlapped’’) should probably not be planted until fall 
rains start, since many of the larger roots may have been 
severed during the transplanting from ground to sacking.
One thing I always recommend is putting a one-foot length 
of pipe (plastic usually) one inch or greater in diameter, into 
each planting hole before filling the hole with soil. It should 
extend about two inches above ground, easy to find, so you 
may water your new transplant right down where the roots 
are trying to grow. When your tree/shrub is planted walk 
firmly right around it to pack dirt around the roots. Now 
pour over each shrub at least two gallons of water which, as it 
seeps down through the soil will remove any air pockets which 
may remain after planting.
While we are on this subject, do sprinkle at least a half cup 
of bone meal into the planting hole before inserting the shrub. 
This will provide food over a long period of time, and won’t 
burn any roots it may come into contact with.
Had a phone call this week from a woman who wanted to 
know about what to plant in pockets of soil bn a rocky bank. 
If it is a sunny bank it would be almost desert-like, so you 
should look at plants called sedums and semper vivans. l am 
not trying to show off here, but don’t know any other names 
for the.se desert style plants, most of which have thick juicy 
leaves. Lots of these sedums are native to B.G. so do well. 
These plants may be hard to find so maybe a phone call to 
some of the nurseries might be in order before you head out 
To shop. ■■
One annual bedding plant that would do well on a sunny 
bank is the “ice plant” whose true name will throw you 
“Mesembryanthemum”, and another is portulaca, which 
most of you will be familiar with. Perhaps if your rocky bank 
is in the shade most of the day, you could try impatiens or 
perhaps it would support maiden-hair ferns, and then there is 
always wild moss which if transported with as much soil as 
stays readily attached, and planted promptly, should thrive, 
spreading eventually out over the surrounding rocks. 
Remember that moss from a shady location will need shade, 
while that from a rocky area in the sun, should thrive in a sun­
ny spot.
Today I am writing the column while getting a much need­
ed permanent. Such bliss! Getting all this attention, plus 
siting quietly for a couple of hours is my idea of heaven! 
Marika and Susan have transformed me . . . no longer do I 
look like a Hastings Street “bag-lady,” They have done the 
impossible . . . turning a pigs ear into a silk purse. Reminds 
me of an old limerick which goe.s .something like this:
“As a beauty I am no .star,
There are others lovelier by far,
But as for fny face I don’t mind it,
(becau.se I’m behind it)
Its the folks out in front that I jar!”
During hot dry weather it is a .sound idea to lift the blade of 
your lawn mov/cr to about three inches, or even four, so that 
your grass is long enough to protect roots from being scorch­
ed. Also wise to water il throroughly and regularly about 
twice a week, liming your waterings to cither early morning or 
late afternoon and evening. Right now “himscir” is agonizing 
over the need for mowing than once a week, and when 1 sug- 
ge.sted that the grass was looking kind of yellow and should be 
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Local rock fans at Parkland 
and Stelly’s high .scliooLs. had 
the cliance to step into iheir 
idols'.shoes June 3.
Botl'i school.s featured per- 
formers in CJVI’.s third annual 
Rock Fantasy Airband competi­
tion at Memorial Arena. A Stcl- 
ly’.s group, runner.s-up in last 
ycar'.s competition performing 
the “Neutron Dance" again 
dressed in gaudy Pointer Sisters 
outfits and mimed and strutted 
to “Jump,” after coming first 
in theit in*.scliooi competition.
Pnrkland’fi performers did 
the “pelvic thru.si'* and other 
gyratiorK fi*nturefl fri the “Tfrui* 
Warp” from the cult classic 
filnvThe Rocky Hon ot Picture 
Show.
Thi*; year’s winners were a 
Club California wild card entry 
miming to the heavy metal noise 
of Van Holcn. rwcmy-cight 
groups particliiated, represen- 
ting lower Island high f^chools,
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Real Estate for Rent
Real Estate for Sale
Real Estate Wanted
Recreation Vehicles
Refrigeration & Air Conditioning
Secretarial Services
Signs
Small Engine Service 
Toys "
Tree Services 
T.V. and Stereo 









Ads are accepted Mon­
day through Friday, from
9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
656-,1151.
NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT 
Full complete and sole 
copyright in any advertise­
ment produced by island 
Publishers Ltd. i.s vested in 
and belongs to Island 
Publishers, Ltd,, provided, 
however, that copyright in 
that part and that part only of 
any sucli advertisenieiit con­
sisting of illustrations, 
borders, signatures or similar 
components which is or are. 
supplied in finished form to 
Island Publishers Ltd, 
operatifig as tl'ie Review l)y 
the advrsrtisoi and in­
corporated in said acivoitise- 
itnenl stiall remain In and 
belong to the advei lisei.
WARNING
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the copyright outlined above, 
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Publishers Ltd.
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7820 Central Saanich Rd. 
652-2723
9;45 am................. Sunday School
11:00 arn..........................Worship







7726 W. Saanich Road




10030 Third St., Sidney
5:00 pm.... . .......Saturday Mass






8:15 am ...... / . Holy Communion
10:00 am ....... Morning .Worship






7925 E. Saanich Rd.
(opposite Fairgrounds)






9908- 4th St., Sidney 
SUNDAY
10:30 am Family Worship
and Sunday School
TUESDAY
7:30 pm . . .,, Home Study Groups
Further Information 





SIDNEY a NORTH SAANICH 
REV. R, HORI F'BAIT 
Oh. 656.321.1 Ros. 556.1«)30
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®DEAN PARK lA 
101 PAPERS 








16, YEAR OLD, seeks weekend and 
after school employment, lawn cut­
ting, odd jobs. Reliable. Scott 478- 
0279. 25
35 SONTRACTOIIS
CERTIFIED CAREGIVER MALE, personal 
care or companionship. In Sidney area, 
$7.00 per hr.. 655-1931 ofler 4 p.m. 26
HOUSE CLEANING, last, etticient, 
friendly teams, dedicated to the busy 
home. DIRTAWAY 652-0644 com- 
plimentory flowers. 29
HOUSECLEANING, getting you down! 
Let us look after your individual needs. 
Coll DIRTAWAY 652-0644. 29
QUAUTY CARPENTRY, with 30 yrs from 
Viclorio to Sidney in finishing, 
renovating, additions, sundecks, 
drywoll, painting, etc. Free estimates 






“Quality work Built to Last" 












TWO STRONG, healthy students will 
mow lowns, chop wood, clear brush, 
wash cars, clean windows, or ? ! Fast 
and efficient. Phone Garth 656-0918 or 
Darren 656-7834. 24
BOOKKEEPING TO TRIAL BALANCE, by 
3rd. year account ing student. 
Reasonable, leave message for Don at 
652-9517 (Brentwood Boy). 26
IS YOUR HOUSE ready for Expo 
visitors? Will help with spring clean- 
ing. 652-1971. 24
SENIOR STUDENT, avoilable as 
mother’s helper, expereinced with 









Quality Appliance Repairs 
Reasonable Rates




Specializing in waterproofing 




SIDNEY TO SOOKE SINCE 1973




THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION, requires Coor- 
dinator/Employrnent Counsellor to 
manage Peninsula Employment Project 
which is on Outreach Project working 
closely with Victoria Canada Employ­
ment Centre. Project provides employ­
ment services to both unemployed and 
employer. Applicant should hove 
demonstrated abilities in employment 
and vocational counselling. Recent ex­
perience working with unemployed 
and employers highly desiroble. Ad­
ministrative, program and supervisory 
skills required to work in o team er 
vironment. Knowledge of federal and 
crovinciol programs an asset. Univer- 
•sity degree in Relevant Discipline 
desirable. Preference given to appli­
cant having knowledge of oreo and 
residing on Peninsula. Own transpor- 
iation essential. Soiary $22,048 per an­
num. Applications together with 
reumes to reach PCA offices 9751 Third 
Street, Sidney, V8L 3A5 by 4:30 p.m. 16 
June, 1986. Anticipated stort dote 23 
June, 1986. 24
Typing Services Available
F a s t a n (f Efficient. 






Repairs to All Makes 
& Models of 
Fridges & Freezers 
PHONE






TUTORING, all academic subjects and 
remedial, certified teochers, 
reasonable rotes. 652-0749. tf
NOW AVIL. AT DAVES APPLIANCE 
CENTRE. 2491 Bevan, TV soles and ser­
vice. Also microwaves. 656-8612. tf




Locally owned & operated 
Tues. - Fri. 9:00-5:00 
Saturday 10:00-4:00 
2491 Bevan Ave. 656-8612
25 years experience 
Residential, Industrial 
Commercial
■ Rewiring, Electric Heating Repairs 
Appliance Connactlons




BED AND BREAKFAST, convenient to 
both Vancouver ferry: end Brentvjood 
ferry to up-islond. Delicious breokfost 
in country atmosphere. Home owoy 
from home. 656-7551. 26
PRESSURE WASHING, porches, patios, 
driveways;’ R.-y's-boots, etc. Call Len 
for estimate. 6%-4248. 28
THANKS TO OUR CUSTOMERS, we re 
needing more help. (Part time 
housecleaners). Call Dirtaway, 652- 
0644. 24
CABINET MAKER, producing fine 
period furniture, Windsor chairs, and 
custome furniture. For more info, call 
Dan Gentile. 652-1758. 26
and
20 wosKwnro
SHERWOOD REFRIGERATION  a I 
appliances repairs incl. commercial 
kitchen equipment. $25/hr. Fridge or 
freezer comprosson replacement S200- 
$250,656-2797 . 27
SELECTIVE LOGGING SERVICES LTD. 
are in the process of horvesting 
mature ond diseased timber in the Vic­
toria, Saanich areo; Present market 
condition mokes this the time to 
market your limber. Yes, we replant 
with quality seedlings. For free: 




QSia Third Sf., Sidney
145:":":.:-:.:$
BESLEY CONTRACTING foundations, 





HAULING. Junk removal, basements, 
attics, GOrden refuse, etc. ondgardori-
ing. 652-5020. _____     Jf
CONTRACTORS, homeowners! Avoid 
the high cost of re-roofing. Call Dane
01652-5020.      J,!
GARDEN ROTOmifNG, small plots’, 
grass culling and yorcl cloan up. Also 
smoll hauling and moving jobs, 
anylirno, 652-3083, 26
EXPERT PRUNING • TRIMMING and 
general gordening. Reasonable rates. 
Coll^,'>^-5382 after 5 p.m, tf
NEED YoTm WINDOWS VVASHED? For 
a quality job rail Blaine ol 656-1475. 
Most houses $16.00. Outside or Inside 
windows. If
MORRIS THE CA? I ANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING . iiVICE. Certified 





The shortest distance between buyer and seller 
—Write your ad below - One word per space 
—Cost appears to right of last word 
—Mimimum charge $2.00 (20 words) 
—Consecutive Insertions $1.35 (20 words)
FREE
ADS
THANKYOU FOR YOUR INYFREST In 
replying Vo Box 100 (or ollice help, The 
poiltion Ivan been llllod but your 
respomes will bo kept on file. 24
A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN, 
CnmoHon Hosiery is seeking Indopon- 
dt«nl sfjles reprosettlatives lo market 
our luxurinus run tnsistent pontyfiose 
Hlrerily to the rninuTOer, Greof 
buliness, Coll 3O0*627n anytime. If rto 
onsweif pleese lonve tniimt ond ptione 
number. if
RELIABLE flABYSITTIR requited prst t 
liiriu (IK,I wu«kMndt.j itJi )(K» sunitnui, 
My home, trontpotioilon ni'tossaty. 
Mature student will bo tiCMpled, 6SA*
. 60.16. ' , : 2* 
f A/TU RC RCQ UI ft C b'' f ui"
slonol bobysltfing, 3 mon, old boy. 656< 
«M5. ' 74
«A»V!;irTER"»EOUinED,"(or 12 mon, old 
boy, Wettkdoyti In live Sidney tirea. 
Ploniw cotl 656>25/0 niter 6;30 p.m. 24i
TOIMIV' TUCKERS,.. looking .(or:
p # r i « n <: « d (till ' p « t t i m # 
woilor. woiliess. A.pply in (Wrson bet­
ween 2:30 • 4:30 p,m Monday iHui 
•Saturday'Sidney. '24
CABINET MAKER, ontiqun roslorotlon, 
custom furnlturo. cablnoH, woodwork, 
TrodlUonol quality ond techniques, 
Call Rone Oroulx, 6M-9135, 25
experienced'’WANr’wd
painting, ronovoilons, loncing, you 
norno It.: Mony skilln and tools, 
Guarantnod. Phone JofI ovonlngs. 652- 
1464., _ „. 26
TCCi*'COWMAN V houlinn/cinnn-uin: 
r.hoinsow work, lontmg, rock^iwotk, 
roo(s and gullnrs, roloillling, 
lownmowing, brush cloorlng, Malcolm 
Richards. 656.9312, K
: CLEANUPs7’'’:^Rt>ENIHG’: GUrrEBS 
doonod, odd jobs, hnudng. tree ser­
vice. Work gutuantond. 656 26
HOME REPAIfls:' Inrgo or smoli. Quulity 
workmanship. Besl price around! Lots 
ol locol references avoilable, 10 yoors 
oxperlenco. 652-0.’509, 26
liipENOAOLE...SINGLE....MOTfJER...ex-
peHenced In liurveylng, (Miinting. cer- 
iKlod cashier, tree planting, 
janllorol/hausowork, 656-9462. 26
CLBANLIPSr'fbAULING..hsmls:'," attics’
yards, cellingri. wwll!,. vnndows, in- 
door«/oul, eovntroiiqlts (minlinr} ' or 
ony job yov don't find time to do, 652-
0722, ffoasonoble roles, :.....
mature'BbiiNCiUAL:wnnutIt wlil'piitr:. 
form homo ton* duties 656-
ivm. _ , ' :....
HOUSE ""dlLANiNO '”'(nst: '■ ’o'flIclenL 
friendly voorns, dedkciiod to vlio busy 
(tome. DIRTAWAY. 652-0644 corn-
'iFOR""'Tf(bROUGfr"«EUA0LE' 'HOUSED 
tltmnlng at $6.50 tiom PhtMnv Coleen. 
6f»6-9Bli: 25
CMAINSAWIHO, tfeelollinq, biewood 
cut. Reosonable rtilii. 652j-6700. ‘26
HANDYMAN’S "SERVICES,''' ' painting', 
clean nl»(f«, hntemenis, yords, corpet 
rnstiillaiions, iMptjilfs. tw-slrtiiithes, or 
whni hove you. Phone Rrtss ol teove 
' massage ol 656.6200 at 65if4;)31‘ 24
Any single item selling for $15. or less can be olaced 
in Miscellaneous For Sale column free of charge for 
one week. Maximum 11 words. SORRY NO PHONE
.ORDERS..-, , '""-'-F -
MAIL OR DROP INTO CLASSIFIED AD 
DEPARTMENT. THE REVIEW 9781-2ND ST., SIDNEY
Please run my ad for •... •... weeks under tho .
. •....................... Classification. I enclose. ................ . .......
Name.............;... . Address.................. Phono........,
OR PHONE 656-1151-ADD $1.50 FOR CHARGE ACC.
Sorry no phonrji in FREE ADS accepted.
- ' ■. <
JO 2.00
21 - ■ 2.1S n «.Jtl n 2.45 J4 : J.dio
?s' 26.','' "'jj' "3.08': .'jn : ....vo.
?!)" 111 ■ n in It' .ms "U ...... .....■......... ...1*0
b"......... "3,(15 34 4.tb 4.75 3fi'^ 'mo
.11 '’-■4,55 sh' ■' -- 4.Kt "3<» '4,ft8 4(1
41 ■ 5.'t5 42"""'- ,'5,30 43 ■fi,45 ■14 .""'•'■'■'''"'"O.RO
45 40 ' 6.50 ■4,/ 0.(18 4 '« ■ ',
49 SO ' ' 0,50 ,'51 : ' «,I1S SJ' ■ : (!.»o
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REVIEW SUBSCRIBER BONUS 
If you are a Review paid subscriber you will be awarded a 
bonus $20.00 gift certificate, making your prize a total of 
$30.00 in gift certificates.
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N ■ Newstime 
O Odd But True 
Oh. Rob 































U USO show 
V Van Dyke
W Wrong baby
THE DICK VAN DYKE SHOW 
Solution: 17 letters
DIRECTIONS: All the theme words listed below; will be found 
j;.jJn.;,jhe;_.puzzle._c venically. horizontaUy,. diagonally, or even 
backwards.: Tbie puzzle will be easier if you find the bigger 
words first. As you find a word. CIRCLE EACH LETTER and 
“ -’then check the word off the list of theme Vords. ,.Some : Icticrs 
: m once, so be careful to leave all letters
visible. The letters left over will solve the puzzle, and may be 
one word or a phrase,
ANSWER:
Drop your entry off at Tanners. The first correct entry drawn at 
noon the following Monday will win a $10.00 Tanners Gift Cer­
tificate. If the winner is a Review paid subscriber a bonus $20.00 





CH I am a Review paid subscriber,
Q I am not a Review subscriber.
D I wish to become a Review paid subscriber, 
■ Please drop your entry off at. . . May 28 winner of a $30.00 
gift ceitificato was E. 
EASTON of Sidney. Correct 
answer: The Halls of 
Pov/or.
LkDrner of 




& Farm Materials 
“Buy Direct from Bulk 
Supplier and Save" 
•Manufactured FIR BARK MULCH 
ground from salt free fir bark. 
Cheaper grade of Fir Bark Mulch 
also available.
•Pro-mixed SCREENED SOIL.
• Cedar or Fir CHIPS 
•Agriculturai Sawdust, Shavings or 
Hog Fuel.
Serving the Lower Island for 
9 years with quality products.
479-6560
MUSIC PLUS
MOBILE SOUND SYSTEM 
Music for All Tastes 
WEDDINGS • PARTIES •DANCES
384-0373 656-6958
VICTORIA SIDNEY







Repairs to Lawnmowers, 
Chalnsatvs.
• Kusqvarna* Plonaor* Toro 
• ShIndalwa • Jacobsen • Partner 
OPEN MON. TO SAT. 











GET 75 MPG LARGE CAR, R.V's etc. 
build and install a new covey gar 
vopour carb. Fit any care, truck or R.V. 
for info, send self-addressed stomped 
envelope to: Thrift Carb, 10731 King 
Geo. Hwy. Surrey, B.C., V3T 2X6. tf
161 M0T8BCYCLE8
. BACKHOE
* Stumps • Sower Storm Drains 
























• BARK MULCH 
•CEDAR CHIPS 1








• Wo lend pickups A trailora 
MON-SAT 8 am-5 pm 











•And much more 
Family Owned and Operated
304 Walton Place 
(off Oldfield Road), and
Corner of Oldfield 
and Bearhiil Rd.








MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 
Pesticide opplicotor. Free estimates. 
652-4688. tf
73 MERCURY. 4 dr., h.t., S375.00 
O.B.O., driven doily. 656-2159. 25
FOR SALE: '73 Cortina GT. Phone 656- 
2868. 24
76 YAAAAHA. RD400, 5000 original 
miles, excellent condition 5650.00, 
phone 656-9158 . 24
'78 MUSTANG GHIA. Good point, good 
tires. Must sell, offers please. 656- 
8165. 25
190) YAMAHA. IT125 fcnduro in ex­












WANTED: small 4x4 truck and comper 
in good condition. 656-1151. 24
’ COUrFeR picK ITp”" wi th 
canopy, low mileage, monuol. clean 
sapre winter tires, radio cassette, 
price $4000. Phone 656-9401. 25
23,000 
24
1982 YAAAAHA, 400, good condition 
20,000 km. 656-0029. 25





82 HONDA PRELUDE, excellent shape, 
one owner, extras. 70,000 miles, 
S8.000 firm. 652-4790. 28




EXPERIENCED PAINTER, interior and 
exterior. Reasonable rates and free 
estimates. Phone Bob 656-4008. 25
WANTED; manual tonsmission for 1972 
Datsun 1200 in good order. 652-0309.
25
A.J. TRACTOR SERVICE, rotovating and 
lawn prep., small tractor with loader, 
rotovator and backhoe. 656-4544. tf
NO. 1 BLACK TOPSOIL, S2.50 bog, 
McTavish Rood.
EXPERIENCED LADY PAINTER, fast effi­
cient and very neat. Coil for your free 
estimate. 655-1127 anytime. 27
1977 DODGE MONACO, looded, heavy 
duty springs and radiator, power 
steering, tilt, and telescopic column, 
power windows. 656-8957. 24
1890
31
WANTED: weekly lown maintenance 
contracts. New lowns or renovate your 
old one. Reasonable and reliable. 652- 
3667. 28
COLWOOD PAINTING AND 
DECORATING. Wallcoverings, sproy 
pointing, brush and roll. Our prices 
will please you. Coll for free estimate 
ony time. 478-8030. tf
1972 CELiCA, new fenders, new point, 
good motor, tires. $2200. 658-8650. 24
n m 9 9 9 & 9 9
• CLAIR DOWNEY
ROTOVATING, small garden plots our 
speciality. 656-7617 or 656-6920 
anytime. 25
HriiMPiia.lliwuiiiwiMBniqamwi'i^ii •■iilllliiawBwawwwad
ROTOTILLING, (rear tine), small 
engine repair, yard maintenance. 
Brian Ames - call 652-9935 after 5 p.m.
25
COMPLETE GARDENING SERVICES, 
cleanups, pruning, tree service, houl- 
ing, grass cutting, O.A.P. discounts. 
Work guoronteed. 656-8730. 26
8"xl0" HANGING BASKETS for Fathers 
Doy, 1040 Mople Rood. 656-2637. 24 
SAAALL TRACTOR SERVICES. Rotory till­
ing, gross cutting, earth moving, land­
scaping and minor excavations. Free 





PLUMBING & HEATING 
New Construction and Repairs
10410 All Bay Rd., Sidney
Phone 656-1580
• LILukSED MECHANICS
• 5 BAYS TO SERVE YOU




• PROPANE SALES 
■-1:08 SERVICE CALL ■
656-2921 or 656-0434
S4Z8 Canora, Sidney 
CYRIL PHIMEAU — OWNEh 




SHRUB SALE, Asst. 1 gal. from $1.50, 2 
gol. from $3.50, 5 gal. from $7.50, bed­
ding plants. Peni.nsula Flowers 8512 
West Saanich. 652-9602. 26
1
1 ™BZ32Zn23IHi|l
RELIABLE TYPING SERVICE experienc­





• All work conditionally 
Guaranteed
• Free Estimates















Ads from ail over B.C 
and the Yukon.
25 words for $119 wifi reach
more than 690,000 homes through more than 70
community newspapers In B.C. and the Yukon.
AUTOMOTIVE
Where can you lea,se a truck 
for only $119,97 per month? 
Call R.C. Bell collect at 




EDUCATIONAL HELP WANTED SERVICES
Lease 4x4 $244 per month! 
Factory order to your spocsi 
Lease/buy car/truck-QM- 
Ford-Chrysler-Imports, Call 
Bob Robinson toll-free 1- 
800-242-4410, DL 7836.
One hour credit approval! 
Possible with our exclusive 
Dial-A-Car and Instamatic 
credit program. Loaso/pur- 
chase with or without op­
tion, your choice Harold 
Plouo at Royal GM, 922- 
41 IT Weal Vancouver, D.L. 
5634.
Ford Diesel and Gfm Trucks. 
Nothing down GAG with my 
easy to own plan, Call Curly 
484-0271 or toll-froo 1-000- 
242-FORD. Dl.5231.
Largo selection uned irucks, 
oil-N thing down OAC with my 
easy to own plan. Call Curly 
464.iy271 or toll-free l-flOO- 
242.FORD, DI.5231;
Mllaublshi Diesel ■ cut that 
fut?l bin in hall and travel 
twice, aa tar, will ropowor pickups, low trucks, carri- 
pnrs H molorhomos, Recon­
dition or used engines from 
J.1795, with overdrive trans- 
mlsaion. Simpson Power 
Product, 110 Woolrldge St., 
Coquitlam, B.C, V3K SV.1. 
1-520-3611.
Bank Sale - $175,000. Lum­
ber BemanufacUiririg Plant, 
Telkwa, B.C. 6.5 acre site, 
buildings, equipment, In­
ventory. Dry kiln, saws, 
planers, and misc, Serious 
enquiries only. Contact Don 
Kehlor, Royal Bank, Smllh- 
ers, B.C, 847-4406, Offers 
considered to Juno 30. 1986. 
Convenience Store for sale. 
Good Okanagan location. 
High growth sales. Frnn- 
chifie, $185,000. plus Inven­
tory, Box 519, Winfield, 
VOH 2C0. (604i766-313e. 
Bowling Alloy/Arcade"’Four 
lanofl, next to school. Largo 
living quarters. Sale or 
loaso. Buninoss only 
$e0.0t')0, Selkirk Roelty. Box 
40, Nakusp, B,C. VOG 1R0,
(604)265-3635.__________
Grooi Businos's "Op'poftunl- 
ties, Jobs, Groat community 
living, Excellent commorclal 
and residential property 
available. Contact Vulcan 
District Chnmbor of Com­
merce, Box 385, Vulcan, 
Alhorta, TOL 2B0. (403)485- 
6933,
Fraser Valley Collage offers 
a two year diploma program 
In Agriculture Production 
Technology. Courses In pro­
duction, agri-management 
and marketing, prooare stu­
dents for employment in 
farming and agriculture ser­
vices. Courses begin Sep­
tember 1986. Register now. 
For further Inforn'iation 
hone (Chilliwack) 792-0025 
ocal 208.
The Golden Curling Club 
requests offers from Inter­
ested persons lor the posi­
tion of ice maker. Further 
information phone 344-6262, 
Leave name and number. 
Tenders close 12:00 Juno 
20/86.
Lose Weight Now - Ask mo 
How! Simple, nutritious. 
Call Lorraine at 608-5943 
after 6:00 p.m. Message 
661-7O08. L-1002-1000
Beach, Vancouver, B.C.
VJG 1Y6. ______ ______
TRAVEL'■
fc
Free: 1986 guide to sludy-at- 
homo corresponrJonco Dip­
loma courses for prestigious
careers: Accounting, Aircon 




vel, Granlon, (1A) 1055
West Georgia SI root H2002, 
'fancouy0r._ H800
EQUIP ME NT ’a" .......
MACHINERY
Coinpieto Tn von lory of
Seasonal opportunities for; 
Waltors/WaltrossGS, Cooks, 
Cafeteria Help, Host/Hoiit- 
ossfjs, Castiiera, Chef-Man­
ager, Mnlntoennco men. 
Contact Hell's Gate Alrtrarn 
867-9277 or sond reourno 
Box 129, Hope, B.C. VOX 
11.0
NOTICES"
When In Vancouver, Bur­
naby, Richmond "The Most 
Beautiful Breakfast In tho 
World" is a mu8t!!l Hugo 
Dutch Pisncakes Only nt 
Dutch Pnnnekoek Houses. 
Seven locations,
Como skate with us Juno 29 
- August 2, 1986. Penticton 
Summor Skating School 
C.F.S.A. Srsnctloned, spon­
sored by Glengarry Figuro 
Skating Club. Lontncl; Ern-
or.son .Smith, 46 Dauphin 
Avonuo, Penticton, B.C
woodworking mechinory for 
0 HiInsulate own-log style 
S48 Planer,
Doffliors wanted for magno- 
He car and truck .signn 
Profitable sideline. For de­
tails write B.G. Magnetic 
Signs, 29039 Lougheert




nr, Trim Saw, Pip Saw, 
Surface Planer, all electric. 
1-403-933-4524, ovenlngs,
Portnbla Sawmill Goutts 
Head rig 0x48 Shormon Ed* 
gor 8.\C71. live fog dock
V2A 6V8. Phono (604)493'
20\N..:....:__________ _
FlosBland ,frail Expo Picnic, 
Sunday Juno 15. Bonr Crook 
Park, 12 Noon-on. Bring 
your t'vm lunch and rofreah- 
inorUs. on & King, Gnorgn 
HIghway, Stirroy, Ji,;C,
p’eRSONAl"':
"SurntTior Camp” - Roolfttor 
r'low. Thrcn nxcHif'g prog­
rams - Horses, Motorcycles, 
Sail boarding & much more 
• Call Circle "J" Ranch 
791-5545. 100 Milo Houso, 
B.C. "Free Tiansporlatlon
_
fSowntown "VKIoi In rV Park: 
Stay in the heart of Victoria, 
fTiinutos walking to city cen- 
Irn, quiet area, pov;er, vral- 
r>,', wnshtooms, sanl-durrrp,
Going to Hawaii? WniklM 
condos (or rent ns low as
$29 /day. Bright, clean
■ ■ iTy ' ■near boach, full oquippod.
Slnglea-Llno, An onny, fun 
•ia «...........
.Just bring youraeif. Call 
owner • Vantriuvor (004)430- 
0438.
aricrvaff'orrlablo way for. SIrv-
'Drlvo-Bac" Plan. Make 
your down paymont at tho 
end of your piirchoao. Only 
$09, dollvery charge O.A.C, 
Call Gary collect: 533-4701.
LanQloy's Rancho Hyundai. 
D.L.77B.3,
(MKMAAtMtilWIMWlJ miGA TJON a LAMJSC'AmO
Vow »utam«llc eoetrollar wilt water 













Dams Ford Trucks, Six 
blocks West of Quildlord on 
104th ,Avo , Surroy, 588- 
9921, Out of lown l-flOO-
242-DAMS. ______ '... j,
l.e.'isft or Buy. Low down 
payment, Ford pick-ups, 
Bfoncon and Vans. For your 
best dual call irrday John 




Easy Moneyj Earn extra 
money att a partdlmc. Regal
fot. yuuf
Free Gift Catalogue write 
Regal, 939 eollnlon Ave.
L'lept, 7>7. Toronto. Msri^ 21.6
tviritule hfirrie "s'aies
oRtce Real nsinlo potential 
lor. qualified operafo', l.r»ns- 
ed land. Option to purr.hasri 
$4/,&00 Cnnsidor trade In 
B.C, Box 330fl, Siilrnofl 
anh, n.G. voE 2'ro
9. TolMroe 1-800-242-
4000. ... ..... ;________ _
24 Pat? Mobile Homo pliirk. 
Underground wiring, Town 
water sower. Fully occu­
pied, $120,000. Also lota for 
sale $500,, $3,500, Phonrj 
842-60S4 Now Har.olton, 
B.C. _
BU SIN OS"pf R SO N A LS """ 
Mrs, jico •, Expiirioncod 
Palm, Card, Crystal Ball 
Reader, Help irt all prob­
lems. Write problems, with 
nama S full birth date. For 
reading - $1$. 251-5047,
P.O. Box 69653, Station K. 
Vancouver, B.G, VftK 4VV7.
A'fiapr'; I'"':' ^
Auction School, 14li: year,
rir,'.(h(ii!rt*i. C.fi.ir .st.i."!:
.April, August BfKl Drjconv 
ber VJrite Wontern Canadn 
School of Auctioneering, 
Box 687, Lacorribw. Alberta.
I LG ILD, ('ILL)/82'L«n 5
...
"video and Audio Tnpnfll’’ 
Canada's largest noloctlon 
of losiructloiuM and How-to 
TfiOuMnd,^ of pray 
, rams and tofiics to chooro 
i(row, .For e.nlalog send 12 
' to The VidS'O Learning
nigger on londom ii'aiiof 
undoi....Tor roof. Will dollvor anv-
whero. 560-5503 or 502-5049 
eveqingii._______ ____ _
los to meni by telepbono 
free. Sorvinr
FOR SALE MISC.
Cheep lor cash. All steel 
buiidinga. Various sizes. 
Call John - Toll-Free 1-600- 
38/-4932, "T Love lo Dick­
er",
arilflu roflifttof, 
all ages and aroas. Call
1-68;l:6652,„_,,_;......... ..........
Dales aalore; For ail agns 
and unatlnchod, Thousands 
of mnnibr3r.s rtrsHoua to meet
"F'rerj Trnn.sporlftllon" from 
rnost rnajoi cllles In B O, . 
FtngMitor now (or summer 
camp. Horses, rnolorcyc- 
les, Bailbonids, "Much 
Mote", Ciiil Circle "J" 
rtencl'i 7111 ■ 5545, 1CKV Milo 
("touse R.C, I
you, ProHtIgfl Acqunlntnn 
cos, Call, Te" ...... .
lighting Flxluron; Western 
Canada Is lar qnfit display 
V7holosalo ,ma roiall. Free 
Gataloguos available. Nor- 
burn Lighllng Centre, 4600 
Fast H.n'rtl.nn>! Street, Bur­
naby, B.C, V5C 2K5. Pfiona 
1:2f?9-0Ce0,
..... ..... . .oil Free 1-0OO-
263-6673. Hours; 9am. to 
7 p.m,
REAL IIIATE^.:.. ....... ..... .
Must tieli, Two acroa 12x60 
trallrrr with large finished 
addition, Two baths, three
Aiisiraiia/Nrrw Zrurland tra­
vel iilfinst? /•tow von ran call 
frer* to AN.ZA Travel the 
Otiwn Uriflor fr.rperls, Low­
est faroB. best planned trip, 




Montreal Milllary fiurpiutj: 
Wrjrkshlrts $2.75, workpanis 
*3,r.O, v.'urKkeiOi:, $15, Hnr.u 
cuffs, bags, ,knives, parkas, 
combat pants, etc. $2 (or 
talaltiguo (rolmbursement 
on first orditir). MMItAfV Sur- 
i-'lue, Umx 2.4Ji, Ll. I iinuiliiiis, 
Ouohoc, JAS 1.>;o, '
WODd, oil fiaiU. iir'Kiwa, vjtn 
dam hecks. 144,OOO,^ Mnr- 
/Ht, tLC,.,3,ffl.4759.„
......
fiitifering an IciflG Pt»tannftl
Vsuridlon Knioiwfra! Thtr 
HioTdlqht nt the Oiumagan, 
i\:ih ,(iT; yOur tbailee to win 
lip lo $2,500, IndldBy cash. 
i;„iit|. bee. t.HTA,i«603.4a45 
and VaciMion IbelowhaI
If'iutv Claim/. Cftfoy
■ ' - ■■ • -....S, Ifif;'’ " -
OARDKNINa
StoriJ, 105/ ,VV. Orpadw*!^,
IL' X 10' (iretirthiJUSO $,l4fl 
1500W Mela! H.nTIde, $175, 
Plus 10,000 gnrdordng pro- 
(lufdn, Greal prices. Sentf 
$2, tor info-pntki Weslern
Vaocciuver, B.C, V6H IE,*! 
(604)/.32-W1S.
Waior Farms. 1244 Kfiymour 
.0. VfilJStrrret, Vancouver, 0
..
lawyer, 14 yitiirs, 1650 Dur- 
anlonu, Vnncouviir, B.G 
VOl'; 3S4, Ptiorm"0-6B4-779n 
for'Free Mow To (rdorrtiji- 
tlon; ICliU Uinirns iirvd A- 
ward?i. "If you tiave a
/•tiqvr , '. (HUIsuniil rnjui y 
f'llUet'n Joel ,A Wfiner I •%’>> 
yof excierieiiCnd rri ldigftTk,in 
ttinr’;e 1960, Call r:nMer.l q-. 
?,tUVH28l, t'lhf) initial con- 
.sultafmtA. Contlnnency loe'i 
avanahlfl, 1832 V/esI 7th, 
Vancouver, r,
.Pl-adiHy Ifatei, 620 W, Pen.
,brill,'jiiviM,, n C,. wi.iu.it
Cleiin {/.rjiTitoitablrr Budget 
7i«,'irfimoi.lation. Tmopenn 
Ch,!ii'm,sdM«iled in the sha­
dows of two giant stiopping 
i.utnpbuitrs,. o'itirs lower A 




one call docjh it aO
Wednesday, June II, 1986
ESPAR 16,(W B.T.U. DIESEL furnace, 
$850; Dickinson Newport solid fuel 
stove, $115; Kenyon 3 burner alcohol 
stove with oven, $225; V.G. condition 
ond oil occessories incl. 652-5995. 25
21 FT. VENTURE koOP, 4 HP Merc. 
Trailor has new tires, paint and lights. 
All in excellent shape. Must see. Ask- 
ing$5,500obo. 474-4379. 24
CELEBRATE WITH USI Our 2nd anniver­
sary, 20 per cent discount on labor on 
fiberglass and engine repairs, from 
June 1 till June 30. Rudy's Harbour 
Marine 2244 Harbour Rd. Sidney. 656- 
8022. 24
BUCCANEER 24 t.. 3 sails excellent 
condition, 9 ft. sportsjack dinghy, best 
offer. 656-3974 . 25
MUST SELL, nearly complete 17' 
wooden outboard boat. Hull finished, 
cabin with bunks almost finished. 
Could be converted in'- 
board/outboord. Or keep in backyard 
to sleep surprise visitors. Sacrifice 
$500.656-2466. 24
1983 EVINRUDE 9.9 h.p. long shaft, 
electric start outboord motor, hardly 




Make Your Next Stop
The Eagles Nest 
Gift Shoppe
2489 Bevan Ave.
•Chaintaw carvings by Terry McKinnon 
•Native Indian carvinga by John Eiliott 
•Hand crafted cedar tawn furniture 
•Pianta, souvenir T-ahIrta. crafts of alt cieations. 
OPEN SEVEN DAYS A WEEK
ADVENTURE ON HORSEBACK, guided 
trail rides. 1 hr. to all day ond even­
ings. Lessons and overnight compoufs. 
Rockhaven Ranch. 478-3023. tf
GENERAL ELECTRIC DRYER, totally 
reconditioned, used only o few mon­
ths. $250 OBO. 386-6967 or phone 478- 
0515 tf
FOR SALE, mirrors, tempered glass, 
new and used doors, table tops, oil 
types of gloss. Large stock of factory 
clearout thermo units, good stock of 
new single pane windows. Ther­
mopane Patio Doors. All discount 
prices. Insurance repairs. George 
Clark and Son Enterprises. 9750 4th St., 
Sidney, 656-6656. Visa, Mostercord. tf
BEST NUTS IN SIDNEY Where at: Sidney 
Notural Foods, 2473 Beacon Ave. 24
UTILITY TRAILER, 4x8, exercise bike, 
antique wood frame beds, portable 
toilet, (like new), Theremo window 
34x45.656-2395. 24
RECONDITIONED lawn mowers, 
nothing over $100. Most with warron- 
ty. Coll 652-9935 ofter 5 p.m. 25
FOR SALE - upright Symphonefte 
organ. $80. Singer model 247, sewing 
machine, $100; coffee table, $10; oak 
wine borrel, $50. 652-0655. 25
MAHOGANY DUNCAN PHYFE drop 
leaf fable, 36 in. by 50 in., $100; large 
Rattan screen, beige and brown, $50; 
12 ft. al. Smokercraft, Mox. H.P. 15. 
$550,656-6748. 24
COLDSPOT SXS refrigerator freezer, 
coppertone, $300. EVenings'652-1684.
^ 24
DRY FIR AND HEMLOCK sawdust for 
sale. Also good for gordens. 656-5671.
31
ELECTROHOME organ. $1,100, Viking 
console stereo, $200. Both in excellent 
condition. 656-6218. 26
TWO STOVES for sole and one king 
size bed. Phone 12 non - 2 p.m. Also 
ofter 9 p.m. 656-5087. 26
SPAC HAS FOR SALE, two well used 
pottery kickwheels at $40.00 each. 
656-7097. 24
METAL GATE, 4flxl0ft. suitable for 
farmjor driveway, $25.00. 656-7097. 24 
QUEEN Slzi“wATEI^ED7~^omple’te 
$150.00.656-6417 . 24
"EXPO" SEASONS PASS, $120.00. 
"Galonti" FIO, electronic orgon with 
built in drum, kit, $1000.00. "Sonyo" 
stereo system $150.00 "Eloctrohome" 
26" color T.V. $150.00, Call 656-4351.
27
DOMETIC CHEST refrigerator. 3-way 5 
ton jack, homemade console suitable 
for van, 656-7047. 25
IHE REVIEW Page Bl I
MENS 23" 10 SPD., $70.00, exercise 
bike $25.00, craftsman belt sender, or­
bital Sander, power saw, moulding 
head and guard, 3/8" drill, drill press 
stand. All in excellent condition, 
reosonably priced. Cedar greenhouse 
8'x6'6'' $45.00. Phone 656-9284. 25
CONSTRUCTION AAATERIALS, light fix­
tures, household items, baby stuff, 
much more, 11237 Hedgerow. June 
14th. 9-4 p.m. 24
EARLY BIRDS WELCOME, June 14, good 
voriety, 1958 McTovish. 24
FOAM MATTRESS, 3 inches thick, fits 
double bed, like new; steel bed frame, 
single adjustoble $12.00. 656-6983. 24
FOR SALE, single continontol quill, 
duvet, washable beautiful condition, 
$14.99,656-7026, 24
ADULT LIFE JACKET, as new $14.99, 
6S6-70_26. 24
C O L EC O VIS16 N VY i T H R O L L E R 
CONTROLLER, ono |oysttck and (our 
cartridges $75.00. 656-4700. 24
oiNING FIXTURE, five tuilp lights, 
brass wood, $15.00, 656-6983. 94
STROLLER RENTALS, doily or weekly. 
Reosonahle latos. Jus' Kidding. 9780A 
■ 2ndST.6S6'7313, ‘ 24
WMKINS PRODlfCTS' oxtrocis, spicou, 
homo cleanining products, homo and 
gorden sproy rog, $7.49 now $6.99. 
Free rfolivory. 656-5872, Alter 4 p,m.
;..... ....... .............. ;..... ..........25'
WOODS, 9x14 lent, oxcolioni condi­
tion, $19.5,00 656-1616. 94
B^IEcf"mNiNO sifiTE;'TfwK
rablntti, crib wllli molross; T.V. most 
onlonno with rotor; self-propellt'd reel 
lawn mower, 656-9579, 25
MAil. RLiNNEW; irx2’2" Bplglon pure 
wool, red Ming prallorn as new $50. 
moilorcfoll i'i It,p, water pump $50, 
men's woll waders «i»ti 7 .$10, 20" fish 
londingnol, now St0. 659-.3.37S. 25
1 NORCO MITI AAACHO BICYCIE 
suitable foi 4-7 yi, old. In good condi 
lion. $55. Phrane 656-6954 . 24
n PIECE WALNUT DINING SUITE, $700 
0,0,0, Helnimon plono. $17000.8,0 , 
hpdgle cage wlllt both $15, 656.6602.
NICE GIRLS' tlolhlnq, chons, ogo 10 to 
13 Reasonable 656 2230. 24
CCDAnWOOD MOTEL usufl .hm.i.v,- 
held hide-o btufi (or sale. Some nddv 
end ends Sal and Sun. Junn 14«nd IS 
9ri,m, . 9j;).m. $75,00 In $150,00. ' 'H 
io03 RASCAL CYCLECHAIR. heovy duly
Imllery ' Go-sd
oveihaulwd. BantoHer. 652 96911. 94
TAOI.E SAW, 10 »t)d. hike, tango IiockI 
(vontod), thasietflakf ond cLioit, hkjI
Inwnmnwet rnllnwnv rot lOe |ur kel*. 
bool fu»l lonks. 656-8957, '?4
SIHCflE IlfO, wllti spindle hearil.tnard in 
dork pIno wood, bo* spiing and mot- 
iKmi alwi moithing 5 drawers chest or 
Jtovveti Ol new $350.00, uUo wiuyhl 
iton railing 39 ll. long 3'6" high,
IISSJM,_65A70M,... ........     34
wibWER SNIPPER rqr’iu s'iVim
24i)4, $N.OO. 6S3.932:i,
8 FAMILY YARD SALE, 2045 Melville. 
Sidney, B.C., June 14th, 10 a.m. - 3 
p.m. No early birds please. 24
"CASE" HEAVY DUTY GARDEN 
TRACTOR all Hydraulic with front end 
loader, 3-point hitch, rototiller, lawn 
mower: Asking $5200. Phone 656-0083.
24
TWO FAMILY GARAGE SALE, some fur­
niture, collectibles, and kitchen ware. 
10045 Judson Place off Mills Rd., 10-4 
p.m. Sot. June 14th. 24
TELEPHONE ANSWERING MACHINE, as 
new! Ponasonic still under guarantee 
one month old, two cassettes, 
adapter. $90., O.B.O. 656-1151, 9-5 
p.m. 24
PRECIOUS PEARL RING, 10k gold, 
ladies size 6-6'/!, $80. O.B.O. Diane 
656-7313 or 656-2140. 25
VAN HECKE FIREWOOD maple, 
douglas fir, arbutus, alder 128 cu. ft. 
cords serving the Saanich Peninsula 
652-6063. tf
LET US INSTALL mirrors to your bifold 
doors, at discount prices. 656-6656 
Viso, Mostercord accepted. tf
GOLF CLUBS. (MRH) some utility clubs 
too. 656-2159. 25
GORGEOUS UNREGISTERED 66ALE, 
blue point Himmiloyan kitten (cream 
longhair sloto blue points). 9 weeks, 
trained champion stock, reasonable. 
656-9431. 24
ARAB ‘A HORSE MARE, 4 yrs. old. 
chestnut with white blaze, 14.1 H.H., 
very quiet. Trained western. SI ,500. i- 
746-5094. tf
15 cu. fl. freezer, 150.00. 656-6449. 27
10 SP. BIKE, chandelier, large and 
small tents, cabinet stereo, and other 
misc. 656-1324 . 24
REG. 3 YR. OLD 15/16 ARABIAN FILLY, 
sire Sir Port Bask, block bay with white 
blaze, started western, beautiful ac­
tion^, make on offer. 1 -746-5094. tf
YELLOW BUDGIE, with cage. $15.00, 
652-2352. 24
USED DARKROOM ENLARGER, ideal 
for beginner, $125.00, assortment of 
used rifles. 655-1563. 24
REG. 9 YR. OLD APPY GELDING, dark 
brown with blanket, 14.2 H.H., super 
games horse, qualified for Summer 
Games, won 1 gold medal, also good 
riding horse. $1,500. 1-746-5094. tf
AUTOAAATIC WASHER AND DRYER 
MATCHING PAIR, $399.95; side-by- 
side fridge/freezer and deluxe range 
with eye level oven and storage base. 
The pair complete $399.95, Gibson 2 
door fridge $99.95, Viking automatic 
wosher $249.95, Apt. size upright
freezer in almond $299.95, recondi­
tioned 20" color T.V. $175, 26" color 
T.V. in full consol cabinet on casters 
$199.95, lots of consol and modular
stereos and assorted radios very
reasonoble ot Vic and Toni's BUY & 
SAVE, 9818 4th St., Sidney, 656-7612.
• 24
FOUND; Near tourist info centre, 
Sidney. Large white neutered male. 
Very friendly. 656-9703. ' 24
LOST; Border Collie/Springer Spaniel 
cross. Medium size black and while. 
Scruffy coat. Answers to Pax. Days 
656-0741. Evenings call 642-5643 col­
lect. 24
OURS IS LIKE A DEPARTMENT STORE, 
but the merchandice is “ pre-owned 
andprices extremely low. All merchan­
dise is inspected, cleaned, well 
displayed and guaranteed! Lots of 
dishes, china, crystal, housewares, 
pots and pans, small appliances, 
records, tapes, books, curtains, 
drapes, carpet, carpenters/mechancis 
and garden tools, hardware items, 
sproting goods, comeras, lawn bowl­
ing balls, typewriters, lawn mowerss, 
lavyn furniture, all kinds of furniture 
and accessories, appliances. T.V. and 
stereos. All at low, low prices. 7 days a 
week at Vic & Toni's BUY S SAVE, 9818 
4th St.. Sidney. 656-7612. 24
LOST; West Coast Savings bank book 
cover containing cash social ins. card, 
BCAA card. REWARD offered. 656- 
8758. 25
FOUND; on domes White Blvd., wat- 
chimal. Owner con claim by identify- 
ing. 656-4780. 26
FOUND; in Bazan 
leash. 656-9625.
Bay park, a
BLUE BUDGIE-, found Moy 27 Amity Dr. 
area. 652-2466. 26
AAATTRESS & BOX SPRING SETS, from 
$49.95, os new queen ,size bed com­
plete, with rug roller frame and head- 
board $229.95, wall unit with murphy 
bed, lots ot dressers, chests,; night 
tables.-As new deluxe moble king size 
woter bed complete with heater 
$189.95, walnut solid wood bedroom 
site $269.95, hide-a-beds from $49.95, 
lots more at BUY « SAVE. 9818 4th St., 
Sidney. 656-7612. 24
REFLEXOLOGY





BRAND NEW! Patio table with tilting 
umbrella with base and 4 foling high 
back chairs $150, complete and much 
more, tans and air conditioner in 
stock. 2 drawer locking filing cabinet 
$59.95 BUY & SAVE, 9818 4th St., 
Sidney 656-7612. 24
Park Ave. Acquaintance 
Service ;
ARE YOU SINGLE, DIVORCED, 
SEPARATED?
18 or OVER?
Write to P.O. Box 1906, Wpg., Man. 
R3C 3R2 for your Kit, Today. 
WESTERN CANADA’S FOREMOST 
DATING SRVS.
LARGE FREEZER, apartment size stove, 
$150 each 656-4218. 24
2 JULIO IGLESIAS TICKETS, Thursday, 8 
p.m., June 26, Pacific Coliseum, Van­
couver $24.50 each and od $51.00. 24
WOMEN'S SEXUAL ASSAULT CENTRE 
Crisis Line 383-3232. We offer informa­
tion, support ond referrals. 24 hours a 
day, 7 doys o week. tf
14' SPORTSPAL CANOE, safe for the 
fomily. $2.50.00 O.B.O. 652-4'293. 25
COUNSELLING for families and in­
dividuals of oil ages — serving Ihe 
Peninsulo, Community Counselling 
Service, 9751 Third St., Sidney. 656- 
0134. tf
IS OVEREATING creating problems in 
your life? Ovoreaters Anonymous can 
help you. No dues, no wolgh-ins. Call 
Sidney 656-4353. Tf
RED BARN ANTIQUES is seeking good 
quality antiques ond collectibles, 
cry.slol, furniture, dishes, 4596 West 
SoanIch Rd. 479-9444. 31
CHILD'S KARATE, gl size 0-1. 656 '7746.
24
TENNIS PARTNER WANTED, mole 
player, middle aged. Playing ability 
mediocre wonts partner male or 
fomalo to ploy tvzieo a week, on Sidney 
area courts. Phone 8-5 p.m, 656-1625 




FATHER'S DAY SALE. In store sporiols, 
also, listen for the alarm clock ond win 
a gift cortlllcoto. Drrmiwood and 
Sidnoy, Solvalloh Army. '24
BRENIWOOD BAY, 1016 Clarke Rd,. 
June 14 and 15, 9 o.m, to 4 p.m, C,B, 
radio, bike, furniture, toys. No 
protiolo. 24
SANCHA HALL giant gorogo sale oiid 
car wash, June 23 9-3 p.m. tobies ond 
Info. 656-45'23. 2.5
LARGE THREE FAMILY GARAGE SALE, 
Sul. Juno 14, II a m,, 10510 McDonald 
Pork (td,, canning jars, chino, tools, 10 
sp, bike, good lofit, dining room Tif­
fany Light fixiuro as riow, etc, cancel If 
raining, 24
i3S BUILDlMfi
ST. JUDE, O HOLY ST. JUDE, Apostlo 
ond Morfyr, grool in virtue and rich In 
mirocles, noor kinsman ol Josus 
Christ, folthful Inlercossorr of oil who 
invoke your special pafronogo in time 
of need. To you I have rocourao from 
Ihe death of my heart and humbly beg 
to whom God os given such root power 
to como lo my assistonce. Holp mo In 
my present urgent petition, In return I 
promise lo moke your name known 
ond couseyou lo bo Invoked. Say throe 
Our Fothors, throe Hall Marys and 
Glorias, Publitotion must be promised 
St, Jude proy (or us and all who Invoke 
your old. Amen, This Novona has 
never been known lo (all and must bn 
sold for 9 ^nsecutivo days. 24
between o moforhome and a while 
Toyoio on May 9lh ol 3;40 p,m. at Woln 
Rd, ond Pol Bay Hwy, Is roqiieslod (o 
phono, 656-1796, 24
ALL NATURiAL HERBArblET, nulrllio^ 
weight control, 100 per tent notural, 
products 100 per cent monoy bock 
guoronteed. Buy or sell, Plooso call
m
I AiiMiieeinents
WE NEED TENNIS PLAYERS Saanich 
Peninsula Tennis Club, Parklands 
School, Tues. and Thurs. evenings 6-9 
p.m. 656-4633. 24
211 REAL ESTATE
HALF PRICE MOVING SALE, at "Reflec­
tions" till June 30. Everything must go.
SENIORS (60 OR MORE). to
Sidney? Don't know anyone? The 
Silver Threads Centre offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. Drop 








Pick-up or clollvGry 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
TRIO READY-MIX
(1071)LTD,
j CortKovfl Bny Htd. ft{ Fovvlct
658-5235
J.
PRICE REDUCED, must sell at loss, 3 
bdrm. house with 2 bdrm. suite. Legal 
duplex. Lake Cowichan. $49,900. 656- 
0389. 25
FAMILY HOME, with sea view 1479' up 
with 13x25 sun room. Finished lower 
level 687'. Fully londscaped. Quiet no 
thru road in Sidney. For appointment 
656-6977 ofter 6 p.m. 24
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION, 9751 3rd St., is the in­
formation and Volunteer Service Cen­
tre for the peninsula. If you need 
assistance or if you wish to volunteer o 
few hours a week to help others in 
your community, please coll 656-0134 
for further information. tf
TABLE TENNIS (Ping Pong) at Brent­
wood Elementary School, Mondays 
7:30 - 9:30 p.m. All ages welcome. Fur­
ther info. 652-4580. 652-1531. tf
THE PENINSULA DISARMAMENT 
GROUP meets regularly. To join us, 
help us, or just for information, cal! 
656-2908 or 656-5457 after 5 p.m. rd
SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL ASSAULT 
Drop-in group meets every Wednes- 
doy, 7-9 p.m. at 1045 Linden Ave. 383- 
5545, 10-5 p.m. Monday lo Friday for 
more info. tf
SAVE YOUR USED STAMPS - Western 
Squore Dance Association collects all 
used stamps - Proceeds to Cancer Fund 
- drop them off at The Review. TF
D'ANGELO PHOTOGRAPHY will 
photograph your new bby irt hospifol, 
at home or studio, no charge. Special 
packages available. Phone 656-3420 
for appt. and your complimentary 5x7.
ALLERGIC TO FRESH FLOWERS? Still 
enjoy their beauty realistic silk, wed­
dings and arrangements. 656-4618 
after6p.m. 25
FLOWER ARRANGEMENTS, fresh cut 
flovzers, corsages, etc. for all occa­
sions. Free loco! delivery. Penirtsula 
Flowers, 8512 West Saanich Rd. 652- 
9602. 27
FAMILY HOME
I Good four bedroom type home 
in Maryland area of Sidney. 
Great corner lot with park at 
I rear, Nice open design with 
j water views from living and din- 
I ing room. Extra sun deck olf 
jdining room. Workshop and rec 
|room in t)asernent.
List price $99,500,00 
BILL MOSHER
j (Office 656-0911) (Res.) 656-7117
CHOICE ACRE 
CLOSE TO SIDNEY 
PRIVATE. FLATS SUNNY 
$46,000
jjust a tev,' minutes drive to 
j downtown Sidney, marinas, 
I ferry, airport H Sandown race 
track. Very quiet and peacotui 
neighborhood ot tine country 
I homes. Easy to build on, city 
iwater, adjoining nature park 
j(MLS), Drive by HoneysutTkle 




TYPESETTING AND WORD PROCESS 
typing now qvniinblo locnily, Bookti, 
monuBCflpts, biochuros «tc , ntc. Calf 
«iv#»nlno« 656-6466, Na joh'Ion Bmoll, if 
DRESS^UKING AND TAIf^fi|r4G. « 
|)ro(u«»ional, 1 riMium Ctwa- 
iton», Joan Dlokow. 656-3190, It
IF YOU LOVE NATURE ~ 
THEN YOU’RE GOING TO 
LOVETHIS!
Enjoy the sufxtt views ot Mt 
Baker from your livingroom' rtln- 
ingroom: kitchen and master 
foodroom while enjoying ovoi an 
acre arid a liail ol nature! Eluiil 
on an easy care lot all you have 
to attond to rirr) tho plants ot 
your choice or If you choose 
not to do any yard work at 
atT.you can sit and enjoy ono ol 
the throo sundecks that sur- 
round ttio homo. Call me today 




PAAillY AND FRIENDS, w^rn pl»an»d
to (>onour Dougfai. and Anna 
RrnilhwnilA nn tbnir 50lh wnHdlng nn 
nivffi'iary, Moy 15th. Cariqraiulalion<i 
ond b«*( wttbtti 01 w mxlondod fa thorn 
liom lh« torn «nd thoir wlvo*. Gottrov 
and Judilh, ,)ohn emd Wondy ond 
gronildtildron Ifln. ttaihara, Shawtt, 





Tired ot the rental game? II the answer is yes then maybe you 
should look al this almost new 3 bedroom rancher located close in 
to Sidney with waterviews, Ige. fenced lot, oodles of sunshine and 
backing onto a park. And for as little as 5% down, and a B.C. Se­
cond your mortgage payments can be as low as $586 per month. 
Ottered for sale at $79,500.
ELEGANCES CHARM
Picturesque waterviews are available from this 4 bedroom quality 
built home located in Dean Park. Large living room and family room 
with heatilator fireplace, both have tremendous watervievv^s and 
mountain views. Spacious bright kitchen has large eating area and 
good access to separate dining room. Roomy bedrooms and large 
sundecks help to finish this quality home. Offered tor sate at 
$156,000. Phone today to arrange your private viewing.
BE YOUR OWN LANDLORD!
Why not eliminate all the rental hassles and invest in this comfy 1 
bedroom patio condominium. This cosy unit is located within steps 
of the beach and marina and has some patio ocean views from the 
large living room. Spacious master bedroom with lots ot closet 
space also looks out toward ocean. Add to this all kitchen ap­
pliances and drapes and this one is too good to be true. Anxious 
owner has authr^zed it to be offered tor sale for just $39,600. 
Phone today to avoid missing this one. T663.
THINKING REAL ESTATE? 
LISTING OR SELLIfsjG)
Why not give me a call and lets discuss all your Real Estate needs.
RON KUBEK BIocK Bros. Realty
"YOUR HOME TEAM’’ 656-5584
(SIDNEY)
2481 BEACON AVE. 
SIDNEY 656-0911
WANTED: A COUPLE WHO
LOVE gorgeous views and who 
love nature! But hate 
lawnmowers. This glass and 
cedar home is perched on a 
small peak that looks over a 
super view of the ocean and 
many islands. Over an acre and 
a. half of total seclusion 
amongst the terns and natural 
fauna. Custom buiit to lake ad­
vantage of the viev/, Leave your 
lawnmower behind and call to­
day to view tliis liome and 
witness an easier lifestyle.
MICHELE HOLMES 
656-0911
QUALITY IS SIMPLY A MAT­
TER OF CHOICE.
$07,500
Fresh (0 marketi Ono of Ihe 
highest quality 2 bedroom ran­
chers you'll find on tho market 
today. Just under 1200 sq. It. 
built with the most energy effi­
cient malorials and designed 
(or extra security S low 
mainlonanco. l.ocalod on a no- 
lhru-.slreet, southern exposure 
and minutes walk lo Beacon 






FoUovy a twisting country lane 
olong CurtolG Point to (our lots 
nestled amongst tall arbutus, 
and cedar trees, iTom your pro­
perly you can watch doer, rac­
coons and many Inlorosllrig 
birds, On your sl'iort evening 
strolls you can walk lo the 
sea’s shore and watch (ho 
boats returning to tho rnarinaa, 
Call today to start building your 
dream




Vou'll have lovely views ol Mt 
Baker and thooc(.V(n ifom this 
co/y tiomo Its kitchon and din­
ing room .Icch O'.0:1 Jliu' 
! manicured yaid. The surr
drenched sunrlecK is idertl (nr 
tanning, barbecues or sipping 




. ■'. ' 1 '''i'
FRESH TO MARKET!
ARDMORE HOBBY FARM 
$129,000
Modern 3 bedrm. ranch style 
country home nestled in the 
heart ot beautiful Ardmore 
farmland and close to golf] 
course, beaches, rec centre 
and Sidney. Completely 
cleared, 1 acre properly with 
vineyard, Iruit trees, vegetable 
garden, etc. To view this ex­







2(30’ of walertront lucked awayi 
on a small lane in .North | 
Saanich, Sheltered moorage S 
sunny, boaUlitully landscaped 
proiperiy HiOO sq, ft. rancher I 
with 2 BR & don. Largo tTiasler I 
has dressing room (4 full bath, 
Largo wrap-around dock sur­
rounds enter lainmont-sizod liv- 
ln(,3room ii diningroom. Double 
garage, workshop A storage 
shod. Asking $290,000, '
1.07 ACRE - EASY BEACH 
ACCESS, Moor your boat a I 
your (roni door 6 mos. of the 
year 73' vjnleilioni with opayl 
beach nccrjsr*. Cosy rancher ol 
1300 sq, (I, with 3 bedroornB. 
UnobsIructod vIevi/G (rorn kjh 
chon, livingroom, dinii'igtoom, 
Full bnsomenl for further 
dovoloprnoni, Lrijoy outdoor 
privacy from dock A patio on 







50’x150' on l•ro';5l Avo,, vendor 
may .accept buildor’s leuns.
v\Li.li ig X.iiO, L'Lli.
JOHN SALVADOR
, ^ CALL FOR A FRHE NO-OBLIGAl lON 
market ANALYSIS OF YOUR PROPERTY.
TWO BEDROOM BUNGALOW, with 
(amily room, small den and garage, in 
Sidney, close to library and senior 
citizens centre. 656-9150. 24
bdrms., 1'/sBEST BUY IN SIDNEY. 3 
bolhs, partially finished bsnit., 
garage/workshop, covered sundeck. 
Quiet cul-de-sac, parks and school 
nearby. $78,500. 656-5170. 24
I
iSB
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Aline Porter Hugh Porter
Bob Moysey, President of Diversified Properties Ltd., is pleased to 
announce that Aline & Hugh Porter have joined dur staff of profes­
sional Sales associates. Both Hugh & Aline are 1985 MLS Silver 
awrard winners and have many years of sales and management ex­
perience with particular emphasis on the Saanich Peninsula. We 
are pleased to welcome Aline & Hugh to our team, they will provide 




Your key to prompt, personal, professloani service
204-1551 Cedar HIJ! X Rd. 477-9591 (24 hrs.)
;■ V;
If you are thinking of selling 
your Peninsula home or 
property, please call me. I 
shall be happy to supply 
you with a free market 
evaluation, at no obligation.
Quality home, located in 
Saanichton on an attractive 
cul-de-sac. House has 6" 
walls with R20, and R40 in­
sulation. 3 bedrooms, 
separate dining room, family 
room, and rec. room. Vaulted 
cedar ceiling in living room, 










Two to choose from, close 










Retirement Rancher close to all amenities in Sidney. Cor­
ner lot with fruit trees and workshop. Excellent value. 
Phone right now.
Ask for JOE STARKE 
856-0747 or 658-8751
BRAND NEW— $69,900
Compact but practical 2 BR rancher to be built on a large 
lot with ocean view in Sidney close lo all amenities, 
Phone right now and pick your colours.
Ask for JOE STARKE 
656-0747 or 656-8751
OPEN HOUSE SAT. - SUN. 2-4:00 
2170 LANNON WAY — BRAND NEW —$79,900
Builder Is anxious to sell this Brand New 3 Bedrm, Pifin- 
Cher In Sldnoy, so bring your offers. It's located In a quiet 
residential neighborhood, close to school on a fully land­
scaped lot. Master bedrm, with ensulto, Patio off llv- 
Ingroom step savor klichen. This is truly Sidney's best 
buy, come see for yourself, To view call right now.
A«k for JOE STARKE
■■ 8BB-O747orO0a-fl78T;-,''
■«6S,00(I',
800 sq, ft, largo workshop with 220 wiring, comes with 
I this properly in Sidney, within walking distonce to Boacon 
Ave, Ortfa, bedroom Panabodo cottage is in need of 
T,L.C., but It just might be lor you. Coll right now to in­
vestigate further, '
Aak for JOE STARKE 
6B6’.0747 or 609-0751
STARTER SPECfAL — $53,900
Two bedrm. bungalow sHuatod on a large lot close to 
school and Bus, in a nice residenlinl area In Sidney, Solid 
homrj In nood of T L. C. Bring your paint brush. Phono 
right now!
A*k for JOE STARKE 
696-0747 or eSB-87S1
EXCELLENT VALUE - $59,900
Two bedrm, Bungairw situated on a large* lot close,to ail 
(imarilti*^''? rn Rldnrn) 'gaO’',.-;,-.'/ Th\f', prepf-dy
borders on commorclalyor'wd properly and it} an ex" 
cellenLInvoeimont at only $S9,900,, Hurry phono right 
:,,novr./
, Asuklor JObStAHKfc, 
y 658*0747 or fi86-S75V^ /
'.yVi .THINKINa OF UUVINQ OR SELLING? ^ 
Donl Oolfty — piioniii loday 
Joo Sfarkii 666-8751 Of 656*4)740
OLDER BUNGALOW 
WANTED
in Lower Price Range for 
Renovation or rental pur­





IA4A4ACULATE SALE BY OWNER: nicely 
finished 4 bdrm, 2 bath, family home in 
Sidney. Large fenced lot,.3 appl. plus. 
Offers on $73,900. 656-5753. 24
^aitnrs
$4250 Downpayment
Pay only $475.00 P.l.T. per 
month and collect the 
balance from, the 1 
bedroom family home in 
sunny Sidney. Price reduc­
ed to $85,900. Land­
scaped lot, sundeck, 
.garage, etc. For an ap­




2 Bedroom Bungalow, Liv­
ingroom, kitchen with 
eating area. 50x120 corner 













For Dependable Friendly & 




SAANICH PENINSULA REALTY LTD.
DRIFTWOOD CENTRE 656-0131
•PROPERTY MANAGEfViENT -RENTALS •INSURANCE
!------OFFICE HOURS-
I Mon.-Fri. 9 am - 5 pm
MUITIPIE LISTIIIG SERVICE Saturday 9 am - 4 pm
9927 SWIFTSURE PLACE — $67,000
See this super rancher, suitable for a young couple or retired folk. 




,3-bedroom master with ensuite; 3 bathroom; comfortable family 
home; large rec room; over 2200 sq. ft. of finished area; balcony 
off living room. Located north Sidney on cul-de-sac. mLm620
MERVeOLES 383-3592
FOUR GOOD VALUES
1. Super 1 acre building lot on Oceanspray. parklike setting, on
mun. water. $34,000 ;
2. Easy to own 3 b/f family home. Room for development down. 
’Private back garden. Drive by 9455 Eastbfook. $87,900 .. , : ,
3. 2256 Frost Avenue — Just a short walk to beach arid Sidney. 3 
b/r up. Prof, finished basemePt. Mature landscaping. $89;900.
4. Charming 3 b/r rancher plus family room. Situated on southern 
exposed .70 acre. 2 Greenhouses,, fruit trees & Berries. 2060 
Landsend Road.
For further details call 
FRAN LOVE —656-3188
A SALUTE TO OUR BESTSELLER 
MARTEN HOLST
Carl Nielsen, President of 
Block Bros. Realty Ltd. and 
the Victoria Management take 
pride in congratulating Marten 
Holst for ti is sales 
achievements for the month 
of May. Martens success is 
always consistent, so (eel 
confident to call him for any of 
your real estate needs,
$81,500
Built in 1983, thermo pan- 
ed and screened windows, 
heatilator fireplace, double 
carport, Hudac warranty.
Bright and easy to care for 
plus large assumable mor­
tgage. Are these features 
what you want in your new 
home? Call now for an ap­
pointment.
$59,900 ,
Looking for a starter and a good investment? This little 2 





This 3 bdrm. full basement 
home has just been listed 
and affords the purchaser 
a long completion date. 
Currently rented with 
possession Aug. 30, 1986. 
So keep it as a rental or 
complete before school 
starts in the fall. Good siz­







This immaculate 1770 sq. 
ft. split has just been listed 
and is priced for a quick 
sale. The home sits on the 
end of a quiet cul de sac 
with a small park adjoining. 
3 large bedrooms and fully 
fenced backyard. Live in 
peace and quiet at this 
super location. Hurry, it 




PAGER 470 Linda Schur
‘We’ve Got ll All" CALL 24 HRS./DAY
; i-,'/Vi:'<■
Brian Meredith-Jones pmer m
MARTEN HOLST 
Block Bros. Sidney
Res. 656-7887 pager 388-6275 /f2151 
6S6-5584
HEARTWARMING OUALITYI 
SACRIFICE PRICE! REDUCED TO $99,900 
I challenge you to find such quality In a home anywhere on the Peninsula al this LOW 
PRICEI Vendors are MOTIVATED and ofler this lovely 1901 energy eldclent home al a 
oacridee, QUALITY, WARMTH and TASTEFUL DECOR with !j bedrooms, 2<. 
baihrooms, door to ceiling lealure lire place in living room. Cresiwood cabinets and 
built-in D/W, double carport and lots morel Give mo a call now and don't miss the 
Open House on Sunday 2-4 p,m. 2573 Jamsa Island Rd.
"■ '' 'L,. ..I ’
A., L"’ '
DKAN PARK HXECUTIVie 
WATERVIEWS $130,908
Irrimaculato famljy home with walls of wlndoyvs overlooking Pat 
Bay area, Sidney & Straits. This home Is ideal for the growing fami­
ly close to schools and recreation. Master bedroom on .the top 
floor with p bedrooms and den on lower floor-where chlldron can 






244(1 Benoon Av«t< 
For Prompt md 
Courtooiia Sorvlcta 
CALL: Potor Small 
656-0524
A'
“DON’T SIMMER THIS BUMMliR”
Thiui home* has a lovoly yard thal onjoyG Sidney's son breexos. 
Locaied In a popular farrHiy nleghbourhood with loift ol piivecy /I 
quioi, There am 3 bdrms., 1/2 basernont, roc room natporl end 
Ooilif'ig (an (or occmornlcal heating. You wiir really onioy the 
'iunrieck, back yard geie gun all day. Also some ocean Q!imp'5eB 
and jtjul a Cihod utroH <o the waterfront. Tius horni,? hau br.;en 
renliaticttlly priced for a quick sale so don' t wall too lorui.
VMM
MADRONA DRIVE:
3iB,R. family home on double lot, Private & quiol, bnaomonl ready 
to complofe. Immac. condition, Liatod at $109,900,
BRADFORD ST.: 3 B.R, rancher on D/E slreol, Good condition 
Fully fenced rear yard, Close to all schools. LOW utility costs, 
Listed al $76,000, ■' ' '
LAURIES, LANE (SUMMERQATE) 960'' 2 B.fT double" wide In 
adult village, Price ftas been reduced as vendors l«ave tji.iuuht and 
, mut'd soil (Asking $79,900 :
BAKlsRVIEW, Large rf B.R family homo on I/,:f acre l.AHUE 
yuioyu/workslio|J. Idwai Irur yttwing lurtiily • - asHiny iiju.ouu.
RESTHAVEN DR. Ctamforlable 4 B,R family home, Nice lot. Irv- 
sldestorbw Ankina$84,000
AMITY DM. AREA, V? ocn? seavlow lot Close to roc. r^enlte. In- 
Otound fiDDi needs fsome work Asking $85,000, '1'
HEDOEROW DR. (LANDSEND) 2,50 acres of high seclusion, 
armii of good hortios. Pore (ostod 75. drilled well, Asking ‘17-1.COO. 
Vendors will also look at trades-- up or down, '' m
I n lii 1111 ni NM lii in iffiM im iBi ra BM m M m
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'The world orrives. A star Is born at summer stock
open your doors! Canada 
World Youth represenlaitives 
will come to Sidney June 16 to 
find billeting families for 16 
youths who will make the 
Peninsula their home for 10 
weeks this fall.
The group is comprised of 
young people from Ecuador 
and across Canada. Sidney was 
chosen as a host community 
because of its size, history, 
economic base and beautiful 
setting, organizers say in a press 
release.
Canada World Youth is a 
non-profit organization in its
15th year of operation. This in­
ternational education exchange 
involves students from Latin^ 
America, Africa and Asia.
Students spend seven months 
in the program, half of which is 
doing volunteer work in a Cana­
dian community. They will then 
travel to the exchange country 
— in this case Ecuador — where 
they continue on with similar 
work.
Information about the pro­
gram can be obtained by 
writing: Canada World Youth, 
2524 Cypress St., Vancouver, 
B.C. V6J 3N2, or call 732-5113.
CHAT With PAT
Pat Crofton, MP 
Esquimalt Saanich
Do not forget 
to see him on 
Channel 10
Thursday, June 12 
at 7:00 p.m.
Aspiring performers can 
register with Summer Stock 
Theatre now.
Drama teacher Sharyn 
Sweeny and theatre director 
Roger Carr will lead a summer 
’86 workshop curriculum that 
caters to three age groups.
Children eight to 12 years ex­
plore theatre through fantasy 
productions, said Sweeney. Last 
year, youngsters debuted on­
stage with fairytale favorites 
Rumplstiltskin and Cinderella.
Adult workshops offer 
chances for faint-hearted 
theatre buffs to give the stage a 
try by building confidence and 
auditioning skills. It could be 
the starting point of something 
great. One former was hired by 
CHEK television for commer­
cial spots, Sweeney recalled.
But, inspiring theatre interest 
in teens is a job Summer Stock 
Theatre is taking on against the 
odds. “It’s an age-group we’d 
really like to work with,’’ 
Sweeney said, “but one we 
haven’t been able to market.’’
Teen workshops centre on
improvisation and pantomime, 
with some fantasy work for im- 
agi native outlets. Self- 
exploration is incorporated into 
their program to help deal with 
teenage .stres.ses. They have the
opportunity to explore roles and 
situations they might confront 
in everyday life, explained 
Sweeney.
Summer Stock Theatre 
workshops co-ordinate with
Mill Bay Ferry runs and classes 
are close to the ferry dock at 
Brentwood Community Hall. 
There is a limit of 15 people per 
class. For more information 
phone 652-0749 or 743-5571.
FOR SALE, by owner, attractive double 
family home. Completely finished up 
and down. Separate entrances. Quiet 
Sidney cul de sac. Close to Senior 
Citizens Centre. 478-8493 or 656-7087.
^
BY OWNER: charming 2 bdrm. home. 
Renovated oak kitchen, wood sloe, 
basement and closed in garage. Fenc­
ed in yard. Close to shipping and 
schools. Assumable 10 Vi per cent mor­











Features 1 /3 acre sites with 
full underground servicing and 
sunny Southern exposure.
INFORMATION CENTRE 
(Located off Dean Park Rd.)
OPEN 10:30-4:30 DAILY ‘
656-7041 ^
PRICE REDUCED TO $59,900. Enjoy your 
own patio and garden in this quiet 2 
bdrm. suite with large kitchen and din­
ing and plus the convenience of in­
suite laundry. Give us a call for more 
details. Bruce and Wendy Scott 478- 
6123 Royal Le Page Real Estate. 384- 
8001. 24
OPEN HOUSE 
SUNDAY JUNE 15th 
2:00 - 4:00
1726 Landsend Road. MLS.
Three Bdrms. Three Baths. 
Large oak kitchen with eating 
area & D/R L/R & Family Rm. 
Sea views, asking $139,900.
BLUE WATERS.
Two Bdrm. condo with sea 
view, lovely condition, many 
nice features in a good com­
plex. Asking $62,000,




Your Key to Prompt, Personal 
iS Professional Service
204-1551 CEDAR HILL RD,
OPEN HOUSE
SAT. & SUN. 2-4 P.M.
TWO BRAND NEW RAN­
CHERS!
$87,700 & $89,600.





3 bedrooms, 2 bathrooms, carefree. 
KIpot Construction quality. Last 
two homes on new cul-de-sac.
To view at any time .. .
Call Roger Smith
LISTINGS ft SALES 
Bus: 388-6454 
Res: 656-6648
i" 1 , •• .
WENEED,:.]!
BOB KING LISTSNGS PAM king 
GO WITH OUR EXTRA ADVANTAGES
A locFiL Real Lsialo lonitv using TWO coinpiitr'ii/ncl cnialogun 
lisling soivices —, MLS nncl NRS, oui; piovi.m n.iiioii.ii ir.'lnimi 
syBloni, our Roal Psiato i•1upp|n|nfluL fiius NEW inuikolint) Kur- 
vlcos. ^ .
CALL NOW FOR MORE INFORMATION 
FREE MARKET EVALUATION OF YOUR HOME 
PAM nnd BOB KING 656-3287
^ BLOCK BROS, NATIONAL REAL ESTATE SERVICES r)56 55n4J
REALTY WORLD SIDNEY REALTY
2346 Boacon Avonuo* Sldnoy
6564928
BUYING, SELLING, OR JUST PLAIN 
TALKING REAL ESTATE
MAKE THE RIGHT QHOICE
makGlt' '/■'
memsmTs PMOPiE.
BRENTWOOD BAY, 1 bdrm. apart­
ments, sunny, quiet bldg. No pets, no 
children, $360. 652-5005, 652-1884.^
COZY SELF CONTAINED, 1 bedroom 





Corner of Beacon Ave. 
& 5th St.
Over 700 sq. ft. 
Available May 1st, 86 
CALL DAN
656-0123
LUXURIOUS, 1 bedroom in AAotchosin 
with ocean and city view, fridge, 
stove, woshor, dryer, drapes, w/w, 
$425.00, utilities included, adults. No 
pots. 474-1476, 
2 BEDROOM DUPLEX fireplace, no 
pots. $575 per month. 656-4066 or 656- 
4003.tf
ROBERTS AAANOR 2433 Moloview, 
clean well managed bldg., 4 biks. from 
Beocon Ave., 2 bdrms ond den from 
$490, 1 bdrm. $350, June 1st, Manager 
656-9748.tf
3 BDRM DUPLEX, In Sidnoy, $525 per 
month. 656-0291, ovolloble July 1 «t. 24
SIDNEY, furnished room to rent 9601 • 
7th St. at Ocean St. $185.00 per month. 
Includes utilities, Is across from park.
____ ;_________________ ._______ ;_tf '
SIDNEY TOWNHOUSE, 3 bdrms,, 1'4 
baths, fenced yard, storage shod and 
lownmower, water, stove, fridge and 
draper Included. No chlldron or pots. 
Avoilable July 1, 1986. References re­
quired view by oppoinimont only 656- 
, __________ _____........ 24
NEED QUIET, rnoture boarder $200,0(
6.  ______ ________...................... 24
3 BDRM. HOUSE, oil appllancos. 
$650.00 per month. 658-2068.J24
INDUSTRIAL. COMMERCIAL UNIT, In In­
dustrial mall clone to tilrporl ond fer­
ries, 1177 sq. ff,, $400 plus loxos. 65<j- 
3911 fiotyi 9-5 p.rn.____
CAREER WOMEN, will share private 2 
br. fobulous view with women 30-60 
yrs. N.S,. S.D., near Elk Lake, July 1> 
656-7748. ...... ...........24
MODERN HOUSE, for renl. dose to 
Panorama. 3/4 bdtrns. on .9 ocro, 
$750. pur 1 munlh conloct: Anno 
Dalgllosh Century 21, Saanich Penln- 
si4aRffalty_l.ld._____________________ ■
SIDNEY, fivaiiabio Immediotoly, 2 
bdrm, basement suite, Privoie en­
trance, flroploce, patio, utilities In­
cluded ond use of washer and dryer. 1 
child O.K,, Non-smokers, i, no pots. 
$42.5,00, 656-0265. ' * ..
LgH of 
rainf&ll
If Saanich residents were 
saving anything for a rainy 
day, it probably got used 
this May.
The skies opened up and 
poured rain for 20 days this 
month, twice the previous 
May average.
A spokesman for the air­
port weather station said 
May, 1986 produced 63.4 
rnilimetres of rain, com­
pared to a normal reading 
of 28.5.
The reason, said Dennis 
Gallagher of the weatlier 
station, was a cold low 
pressure zone that hovered 
off the coast like an 
unwelcome guest for most 
of May.
“It was a bad month,’’ 
said Gallagher, “but 
nowhere near as bad as 
May, 1984.’’ That May had 
88.7 mm of rain, but for­
tunately, he said, was 
followed by a summer that 
was sunnier and drier than 
normal.
May, 1986 had a mean 
temperature of 11.4, down 
0.2 degrees from normal, 




IN THE SUPREME CXiURT OF BRITISH COLUMBIA
BETWEEN: Royal TrustCorporation of Canada, Petitioner 
AND Sidney and North Saanich Merixirial Park Society and 
Beneficiaries of the Trust, Respondents
TO, PERSONS registered as voters in the Provincial Electoral 
District of Saanich and the Islands and in the Saanich Peninsula 
north of the boundary of the Municipality of Central Saanich and 
the Municipality of North Saanich;
TAKE NOTICE THAT the royal Trust Corporation of Canada, ap­
pointed under a Deed dated the 31st day of December. 1965, as 
Trustee, of those lands situate at 2243 Beacon Avenue, in the 
Town of Sidney, Province of British Columbia, will make application 
to the Court for an Order: (a) THAT the Royal Trust Corporation of 
Canada be relieved of its duties as Trustee of the North Saanich 
Memorial Park; (b) THAT the Sidney and North Saanich Memorial 
Park Society be substituted as Trustee and in place of the Royal 
Trust Corporation of Canada; (c) THAT the lands and premises 
which is the subject of the Trust Deed be transferred from the 
Royal Trust Corporation of Canada to the Sidney and North 
Saanich Memorial Park Society; and (d) THAT the Royal Trust Cor­
poration of Canada be at liberty to pass its accounts from the 1 st 
day of September. 1934 to completion of transfer of assets from 
the Royal Trust Corporation of Canada to Sidney and North 
Saanich Memorial Park Society;
AND TAKE NCTICE that if you wish to be heard at the hearing of 
this Petition or wish to be notified of any further proceedings, you 
must give notice of your intention by filing a form entitled “Ap­
pearance” in the above Registry of this Court within ten (10) days 
after the publication of this notice and you must also deliver a copy 
of the “Appearance" to the Petitioner’s address for delivery which 
is: c/o R. Allan W. Trann, Barrister and Solicitor, 846 Broughton 
Street, Victoria, B.C. V8W 1E4.
AND TAKE NOTICE that the hearing of the above matter will be 
heard at 10:00 a.m. on the 20th day of June, 1986 at the Cour­
thouse, at 850 Burdelt Street, Victoria, B.C,
R. Allan W. Trann 




ALL KINDS OF IVIETAL TOOLiNG 
AND WOOD WORKING 
ACCESSORIES AT LOW PRICES
VISITING EXPO? VISIT US TOO. 
OUR SHOWROOM AND 
WAREHOUSE IS PACKED. . .
Bandsaws, Jointers, Planers, 
Wood Lathes, l^etai Lathes, Milling 




2444 Douglas Road 
Burnaby, B.C. V5C 5B3 
Tol. (604) 298" 1754
MON FRI 8-30 A M • 5 00 P M RAT O'OO A M - 1 00 P M
Nam#.
Adiiratt.
I Bind (or a fully 
I IllUitrMad (10 Paga 
I (Tia CafaloRUo









‘ SiintntiiJ SW|i;k| .
'■ i, \ . 'J*"*'*Homcslylc Cooking 
and Baking
10% Senior Discount
OPEN 7 AM . 7 I‘M Every Day
652:1)192
DBYSSI-n




TAKE OUTS B3I1-55S0.7 
OlliABencon Sldnoy
3 BEDROOM HOUSE or duplax wtinlftcl 
to i*inf In Sldn«Y aroa, non-arnoMng, 
non •drinking family; 656-6817,_,.25 
TWd'ftDRM, W-ANTCOlo ronirwiliing 
(o poy SftAI Adultd only, opt. profor-
r«d, 656-9664 or6M|-3548,....     _24
my" pdCKCtnddK ■ Wlli..:»lrateh’'"na ;
highor (lion $50,000, Bring m*» your 
»lr«d liomt* In Notih Saanich or Sldnwy 
to putcliijCM. J(uiiuofcl 656 7949 uvun 
lng« A w»(*k«indt. _ :
RE$ndN$nKi''''wdlM»tiNd'; ''r»-
«uir« I iHlcm. iiiulftt lot July and Aug., 
uuu lu tuiiipuiury lw!.i trniv»(s:i, \YI|I 
tonildnr hou*« illfltia- i'hoivo 754 h)37 
(Coll Noiiolrrio Collide,rj, 24
WANfED'^''Vd'"lHA»C,'’"'idri*^
Cr)v«, $275 lor '4 2lKlrm. hau»» and '/» 
Isllli. By .July lit. R»b««o, 59»-f»633 or 
... ....._____....._,____24
WANiflD! opt SldnoyCovo, 1 
bdt , Of bacholar, hy July 1»l. Rwhucca 
59tt.S.631«r595.45B7, « ' 24
TRY OUR $6.95 
Early Evunlng DINNER SPECIAL 
4:30* 6:00 Mon.-FrI.
Lunch |y Dinner Oidy 
aiunuay uiiiincli 11:30»1:iil 
V'»72B(Oiilv(OOdf:}|iy 
Phwui 652-2413 or 65J-9MS
A DriUCIOUSDINNER 
THAT SETS YOU FREE
•NO ADDITIVES'HO PWVATIVE8 
^ .•FRF.EOEllVf.RY *11 VARIETIES 
•VOLUME fiSENIOd DISCOUNT 
OINNER DELIVERED r-nOZEN 




I UMMt.HLV UliAN Pi(L6A 
lINDCnNEWOWNCnSHIf*
NEW a EXCITING 
FAMILY CUISINE 




SPECIAL OF THE MONTH 
COMBO FORONE• Chirkan Chrtw Main f.,• Alrntmd CNrikan• Bwaai« sour UorralaiiBark
» laa« Gottaa ■,,, _Urdy 5
llZVerdler Avtt. flinntwoodlBay 
li12V»fdlerAv«. (IrenlwoodBiy
nHMH




ty calendar free of 
charge, space per­
mitting. Preference 
will be given to local 




events is Friday at 5 
p.m.
ALCOHOLICS 
Adult children of 
alcoholics meet 








Pythian Hall, 4th 
St., Sidney.
SUPERHOST
S u p c r h o s t 
classes, June 12, 
Sidney TraveLodge. 







League bake sale, 
June 15, 1-5 p.m., 
ball diamond at 8th 






meeting, June 23, 
7:30 p.m., Margaret 
Vaughn Birch Hall. 
Door prizes, palour 




tion of 676 Air 
Cadet Squadron, 
June 14. 6 p.m., 
B.C. Air Services 
hangar.
ART SHOW 
Works by Patrick 
Chu and Phyllis 
Henry of Sidney on 
display June 2-17, 





June 23, 7-8 p.m., 




Pythian Sisters of 
Victory Temple Bir­
thday Tea, June 14, 
2-4 p.m., bake table 
and raffle."', Knights 







June 18, 5:30 p.m.. 
Imperial Inn. 384- 
6628, 592-3718.




June 15, 9-noon, 
Centennial Park, 
Wallace Dr.
T W I R L E R S
AWARDS 
Sidney Twirlers 
and Drum Corp 
awards night, June 








15, 10-5 p.m.. Scout 
House, Marigold 




June 14-15, high 
noon, recreation 










garage sale, June 
14, 10-2 p.m., 2513 
Shoreacres.
DONATIONS 
St. Vincent de 
Paul Society re­
quires donations of 
linens, sheets, and 
blankets. For spring 
cleaning donations 
of towels and linens 




This ad Is smaller than the ocean but 
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BRENTWOOD VILLAGE SQUARE 652-0443
Peninsula Com­
munity Association 
this week: Phone 







June 19, 7:30 p.m., 
S .a a n i c h t o n 
Research Station
Take a STEP
Build a resume though STEP. 
The Boys’ and Girls’ Club of­
fers a new three-week summer 
Student Teen Employment Pro­
gram to youth age 15 to 20- 
years-old.
The focus of STEP is to,build 
a resume with work e.xperience, 
said co-ordinator Rhonda 
Owens.
Students must apply for the 
free program, she added, and 
their participation , will be 
similar to holding a job. At the 
end of three vyeeks they will 
receive a $75 stipend from 
which deductions will be made 
in cases of non-performance.
in the meantime participants 
will be taught job-search and 
resume writing skills. They will 
be assigned group work; projects 
arid also have the opportunity 
for individual placement in a 
Pehinsula business.
T^ wilkbe accepted
to each three-week program.
More than 250 youths are ser­
viced each year through Central 
Saanich Boys’ and Girls’ Club 
programs. Summer schedule 
registration begins .lune 16-20, 
4-6 p.m., at the club, 7856 East 
Saanich Road.
New summer programs in­
clude Discovery ’86, a day- 
camp program for children six 
to 12-years-old, a computer 
camp plus three-day camping 
groups at Camp Coastline 
Challenges for eight to 1.3-year.s- 
old,
The computer camp instruc­
tor teaches all skill levels, from 
beginnens to color graphics and 
design, said Owens. It’s an open 
age group and camp continues 
five days at Central Saanich 
Boys’ and Girls’ Club.
Six university studenis with 
backgrounds in child care,
education, recreation or ad- 
minstration will be hired in Cen­
tral Saanich club for the sum­
mer. Augmented by volunteers, 
an anticipated five-to-one adult- 
child ratio will result in many 
programs, said Owens.
For more information about 
Peninsula programs call Terry 
Bateman 383-1101.
loti'll see fast resulls...up 
lo 10 lbs. in 2 weeks.. .wllhoui 
drugs, shots, crash diets, or 
expensive foods to huy.Your 
llrsl individual consultation 
with your own personal coun­
selor is free Call now.
Mem.«FrI.
10:30 am • 1 pm
Sat.
8 am >11 amli
for appointmont 
6S6~gB05
■lief 1 pfn t4vo«t« (IM-4M!I
|9a43-2ndSt. Marina Court
Downlown3li1>21<n 








• 8 DAYS WHITE WATER RAFTING
• 4 MEALS Qourmoni DInnoro 
BraaMaiLhoarly Lunch)
• FREE CAMPING AT CHILLIWACK 
RASE CAMP BEFORE OR 
AFTER RAFTING.
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Cumomor Ptirklao at Raar
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Pholo Reprints Available. 
Call the Review
656-1151
Pavilion. In order 
to vote for direc­
tors, new member­
ships must be pur­






Camp and Camp 
Im a d e n e now 
available at the 
PCA office, 9751 
3rd St.
1/2 Leg Wax ...........
Under Arm .......................^10®°
^ .Av SUNSHINE ...............  ,M0«»
— SPECIAL add a pedicure to
QUALSTY IN SO MANY WAYS










DAILY 8:30 - 6;00 
■ THURS.. FRI. 8:30-9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 6:00FOODS
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES WHILE STCXKS LAST
Jiefc, BttI- DDir:e^,v0u canaeford'
GRADE ‘A’ BEEF WHOLE
ROUND
k.. 4.17 kg “ lb.
GRADE ‘A’ BEEF FRESH 
BOTTOM ROUND or RUMP
BARON OF




SIDNEY SUPER FOODS 





GRADE ‘A’ BEEF BONELESS
TOP ICOND STEAK ..5.49 kg IbaIfRESH frying
FRESH CUT FAMILY PACK
STEWING BEEF- i .
GRADE‘A’ BEEF BONELESS
SIRLOINSTEAKk.e.........6«'i5kg *3® lb.
. ........ 8«80 kg lb.
............6.59 kg lb.
(Family.
Pack)........3.95 kg ■ lb;
u^sTjU^ysim 58
VANCOUVER MADE




FROZEN CORNISH ^4 27
GAME CHICKENug,. 2.80.1 ,E.













. 5.27 kg “I® lb.






























BRAN FLAKES ... ,3..,




CAT FOOD . .. ...4
GAINE'SDRY
DOG MEAL ...n,
MASTER SPECIAL HIGH PORTEIN
CAT FOOD A89i'd,.....i knbox
69
7S0 mL Plui Dtp.
f........ .. II I I I
BOVRILL CORDIAL 087
• BEEF • CHICKEhl • VEQ........JSOml.
LavEX Reg. or Fresh Sconl «4 77




FABRIC SOFTENER 66 «heeis:.J
MOPE {SAVINGS ON FROZEN FOODS
CARNATION 4^HASH BROWN POTATOES....1.5kol '^
MeCAINCONC.
RASPBERRY JUICE ...... . 34imLyy^
GREEN GIANT 1)10
KERNEL CORN .. .
FRASER VALE 4 OO



















FOR YOUn ia.B.Q. NEEDS
KIN6SF0RD CHARCOAL
10 Ibn,,, I X•••••••• I
REYNOLD’S FOIL
1B”x25' Box.................. .
KRAFT req! 4 39
B.B.Q. SAUCE ONLY .....485fflL I
KRAFT WHITE OR COLOUR
MARSHMALLOWS...,.250
